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Notations
elements
q A query
a A relevant query aspect
s A mined query aspect
d A document
f A function (e.g., a ranking function)
r The rank position of a retrieved document
gi The relevance label of the i-th retrieved document
sets
Aq A set of aspects relevant to a query q
Sq A set of aspects mined for a query q
Gq A set of documents relevant for a query q
Rq A set of documents retrieved for a query q
Dq A set of documents diversified for a query q
parameters
n The total number of documents in the corpus
nq The number of documents retrieved for the query q
v The number of unique terms in the corpus
k The number of aspects underlying a query
κ An evaluation cutoff
τ The diversification cutoff
λ The diversification trade-off
iv
Abstract
Ranking in information retrieval has been traditionally approached
as a pursuit of relevant information, under the assumption that the
users’ information needs are unambiguously conveyed by their submit-
ted queries. Nevertheless, as an inherently limited representation of a
more complex information need, every query can arguably be consid-
ered ambiguous to some extent. In order to tackle query ambiguity,
search result diversification approaches have recently been proposed to
produce rankings aimed to satisfy the multiple possible information
needs underlying a query. In this survey, we review the published lit-
erature on search result diversification. In particular, we discuss the
motivations for diversifying the search results for an ambiguous query
and provide a formal definition of the search result diversification prob-
lem. In addition, we describe the most successful approaches in the
literature for producing and evaluating diversity in multiple search do-
mains. Finally, we also discuss recent advances as well as open research
directions in the field of search result diversification.
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1Introduction
Queries submitted to an information retrieval (IR) system are often am-
biguous to some extent. For instance, a user issuing the query “bond” to
an IR system could mean the financial instrument for debt security, the
classical crossover string quartet “Bond”, or Ian Fleming’s secret agent
character “James Bond”. At the same time, the documents retrieved
by an IR system for a given query may convey redundant information.
Indeed, a user looking for the IMDb page of the James Bond film “Spec-
tre” may be satisfied after observing just one relevant result. Ambiguity
and redundancy have been traditionally ruled out by simplifying mod-
elling assumptions underlying most ranking approaches in IR. Never-
theless, in a realistic search scenario, ambiguity and redundancy may
render a traditional relevance-oriented ranking approach suboptimal,
in terms of subjecting the user to non-relevant results. In this situa-
tion, alternative ranking policies should be considered. In this chapter,
we provide a historical perspective of relevance-oriented ranking in IR
and discuss the challenges posed by ambiguity and redundancy as a
motivation for diversifying the search results.
2
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1.1 The Holy Grail of IR
The key challenge faced by an IR system is to determine the relevance
of a document given a user’s query [Goffman, 1964]. The concept of rel-
evance, the holy grail of IR, has been discussed in the fields of informa-
tion science and retrieval since the 1950s. Despite the rich literature on
the subject, relevance per se is still an ill-understood concept [Mizzaro,
1997]. In a practical environment, relevance can span multiple dimen-
sions, related to the topicality and usefulness of the retrieved docu-
ments as they are perceived by the target user [Borlund, 2003]. Indeed,
relevance is ultimately a prerogative of the user, in which case an IR
system can at best estimate it [Baeza-Yates and Ribeiro-Neto, 2011].
Estimating relevance is a challenging task. Indeed, while current
search users may have high expectations regarding the quality of the
documents returned by a modern web search engine, they often provide
the search engine with a rather limited representation of their informa-
tion need, in the form of a short keyword-based query [Jansen et al.,
2000]. Besides understanding the information needs of a mass of users
with varying interests and backgrounds, web search engines must also
strive to understand the information available on the Web. In particu-
lar, the decentralised nature of content publishing on the Web has led to
an unprecedentedly large and heterogeneous repository of information,
comprising over 30 trillion uniquely addressable documents [Cutts,
2012] in different languages, writing styles, and with varying degrees of
authoritativeness and trustworthiness [Arasu et al., 2001].
The enormous size of the Web most often results in an amount
of documents matching a user’s query that by far exceeds the very
few top ranking positions that the user is normally willing to inspect
for relevance [Silverstein et al., 1999]. In such a challenging environ-
ment, effectively ranking the returned documents, so that the most
relevant documents are presented ahead of less relevant ones, becomes
of utmost importance for satisfying the information needs of search
users [Baeza-Yates and Ribeiro-Neto, 2011]. A standard boolean re-
trieval is typically insufficient in a web search scenario, in which case
more sophisticated approaches can be deployed to produce a ranking
of documents likely to be relevant to the user’s information need.
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1.2 Relevance-oriented Ranking
Probabilistic ranking approaches have been extensively studied in IR as
a mechanism to surface relevant information. Although relevance is an
unknown variable to an IR system, properties of a query and of a given
document may provide evidence to estimate the probability that the
document is relevant to the information need expressed by the query.
The probability of relevance of a document to a query is central to the
well-known probability ranking principle (PRP) in IR [Cooper, 1971,
Robertson, 1977, Robertson and Zaragoza, 2009]:
“If a reference retrieval system’s response to each request is
a ranking of the documents in the collection in order of de-
creasing probability of relevance to the user who submitted
the request, where the probabilities are estimated as accu-
rately as possible on the basis of whatever data have been
made available to the system for this purpose, the overall
effectiveness of the system to its user will be the best that
is obtainable on the basis of those data”.
In practice, as an abstract ranking policy, the PRP does not pre-
scribe how the probability of relevance of a given query-document pair
should be estimated. Nonetheless, several probabilistic ranking mod-
els have been proposed throughout the years, inspired by the princi-
ple. In particular, the literature on probabilistic ranking dates back
to 1960, with the seminal work by Maron and Kuhns [1960] on prob-
abilistic indexing and retrieval in a library setting. The field experi-
enced intensive development in the 1970s and 1980s [Cooper, 1971,
Harter, 1975a,b, Robertson and Spärck Jones, 1976, Robertson, 1977,
Robertson et al., 1981], culminating in some of the most effective rank-
ing functions used by current IR systems [Robertson et al., 1994, 2004,
Zaragoza et al., 2004]. Later developments in the field led to effective
alternative probabilistic formulations, including statistical language
models [Ponte and Croft, 1998, Hiemstra, 1998, Zhai, 2008] and di-
vergence from randomness models [Amati, 2003, 2006].
Despite the relative success attained by the various ranking ap-
proaches inspired by the PRP, the development of the principle has
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been permeated by simplifying modelling assumptions that are often
inconsistent with the underlying data [Gordon and Lenk, 1992, Cooper,
1995]. In particular, Gordon and Lenk [1991, 1992] analysed the op-
timality of the PRP under the light of classical decision and utility
theories [von Neumann and Morgenstern, 1944], based upon the costs
involved in not retrieving a relevant document as well as in retriev-
ing a non-relevant one. While decision-theoretic costs remain the same
for each retrieved document, the utility-theoretic benefit of a relevant
document retrieved depends on the previously retrieved relevant doc-
uments. In their analysis, Gordon and Lenk [1991] discussed two key
modelling assumptions underlying probabilistic ranking approaches:
A1. The probability of relevance is well-calibrated1 and estimated
with certainty, with no associated measure of dispersion.
A2. The probability of relevance of a document is estimated indepen-
dently of the other retrieved documents.
According to A1, a document with a higher probability of relevance
should always be ranked ahead of a document with a lower probability
of relevance, regardless of the confidence of such probability estimates.
According to A2, the probability of relevance of a document should be
estimated regardless of the probability of relevance of the documents
ranked ahead of it. As Gordon and Lenk [1991] demonstrated, the PRP
attains the greatest expected utility compared to any other ranking
policy under these two assumptions. However, when at least one of these
assumptions fails to hold, the principle is suboptimal. In this case, a
strict ordering of the retrieved documents by decreasing probability of
relevance may not be advisable, and alternative ranking policies should
be considered [Gordon and Lenk, 1992]. In general, neither A1 nor A2
are realistic assumptions. In practice, while A1 is challenged by the
occurrence of ambiguity in the user’s query, A2 is challenged by the
occurrence of redundancy among the retrieved documents.
1According to the definition of Gordon and Lenk [1991], a well-calibrated IR
system is one that predicts an accurate probability of relevance for each document.
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1.3 Ambiguity and Redundancy
Relevance-oriented ranking approaches assume that the users’ informa-
tion needs are unambiguously conveyed by their submitted queries, and
that the users’ assessment of relevance for a document does not depend
on their perceived relevance for the other documents. While such as-
sumptions may have held in the library setting where the early studies
of relevance-oriented ranking were conducted [Maron and Kuhns, 1960,
Cooper, 1971, Harter, 1975a,b, Robertson, 1977], they do not hold in
general [Gordon and Lenk, 1992], and are unlikely to hold in a web
search setting, which is permeated with ambiguity and redundancy.
Web search queries are typically short, ranging from two to three
terms on average [Jansen et al., 2000]. While short queries are more
likely to be ambiguous, every query can be arguably considered ambigu-
ous to some extent [Cronen-Townsend and Croft, 2002]. Nevertheless,
in the query understanding literature, query ambiguity is typically clas-
sified into three broad classes [Clarke et al., 2008, Song et al., 2009]. At
one extreme of the ambiguity spectrum, genuinely ambiguous queries
can have multiple interpretations. For instance, it is generally unclear
whether the query “bond” refers to a debt security certificate or to Ian
Fleming’s fictional secret agent character.2 Next, underspecified queries
have a clearly defined interpretation, but it may be still unclear which
particular aspect of this interpretation the user is interested in. For
instance, while the query “james bond” arguably has a clearly defined
interpretation (i.e., the secret agent character), it is unclear whether
the user’s information need is for books, films, games, etc. Finally, at
the other extreme, clear queries have a generally well understood in-
terpretation. An example of such queries is “james bond books”.
Sanderson [2008] investigated the impact of query ambiguity on
web search. In particular, he analysed queries from a 2006 query log
of a commercial web search engine that exactly matched a Wikipedia
disambiguation page3 or a WordNet4 entry. Ambiguous queries from
2As a matter of fact, Wikipedia’s disambiguation page for “bond” lists over 100
possible meanings for this particular entry: http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bond .
3http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wikipedia:Disambiguation
4http://wordnet.princeton.edu
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Wikipedia showed a larger number of senses on average than those
from WordNet (7.39 vs. 2.96), with the number of senses per ambigu-
ous query following a power law in both cases. The average length of an
ambiguous query was also similar across the two sources, with the pre-
dominance of single-word queries. In contrast to previous works, which
assumed that multi-word queries were relatively unaffected by ambigu-
ity, he found that ambiguous queries with more than one term were also
numerous. Importantly, he observed that ambiguous queries comprised
over 16% of all queries sampled from the log. Independent investiga-
tions based on click log analyses [Clough et al., 2009] and user stud-
ies [Song et al., 2009] also reached the consensual figure that around
16% of all user queries are ambiguous, while many more can be under-
specified to some degree. As Sanderson [2008] demonstrated through a
simulation, current search systems underperform for such queries.
While ambiguity primarily affects retrieval requests, redundancy
is a property of the retrieval results. A document may be considered
redundant whenever it conveys information already conveyed by the
other documents [Bernstein and Zobel, 2005]. The limitation of assum-
ing that documents are conditionally independent given the query was
early recognised. In his note on relevance as a measurable quantity,
Goffman [1964] pointed out that “the relationship between a document
and a query is necessary but not sufficient to determine relevance”. In-
tuitively, once a document satisfying the user’s information need has
been observed, it is arguable whether other documents satisfying the
same need would be deemed relevant. This intuition has been empiri-
cally corroborated in recent years with the analysis of users’ browsing
behaviour from click logs. Indeed, Craswell et al. [2008] observed that
the probability of clicking on a given document diminishes as higher
ranked documents are clicked. According to this cascade model, once a
user has found the desired information, the need for inspecting further
documents is reduced. In practice, the amount of information required
to satisfy a user’s information need may depend on additional factors.
For instance, queries with an informational intent [Welch et al., 2011]
as well as those of a controversial nature [Demartini, 2011] may require
more than just a single relevant document to satisfy the user.
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1.4 Diversity-oriented Ranking
Query ambiguity precludes a clear understanding of the user’s actual
information need. Wrongly guessing this need may compromise the ac-
curacy of estimating the probability of relevance of any retrieved docu-
ment. Introducing redundancy may further exacerbate the problem, by
promoting more documents related to a potentially wrong information
need. Indeed, when the user’s actual information need is uncertain, rel-
evance estimations may be misguided, leading to a complete retrieval
failure and the abandonment of the query [Chen and Karger, 2006]. In
this scenario, a standard relevance-oriented ranking approach is clearly
suboptimal, and alternative ranking policies should be considered.
Diversity-oriented ranking has been proposed as a means to over-
come ambiguity and redundancy during the search process. Diversify-
ing the search results usually involves a departure from the assump-
tions that the relevance of a document can be estimated with certainty
and independently of the other retrieved documents [Gordon and Lenk,
1991]. Indeed, uncertainty arises naturally from the fact that the prob-
ability of relevance is estimated based upon limited representations of
both information needs and information items [Turtle and Croft, 1996].
Moreover, it is arguable whether users will still find a given document
relevant to their information need once other documents satisfying this
need have been observed [Bernstein and Zobel, 2005].
In order to account for both ambiguity and redundancy, a diversity-
oriented ranking should not consider the relevance of each document
in isolation. Instead, it should consider how relevant the document
is in light of the multiple possible information needs underlying the
query [Spärck-Jones et al., 2007] and in light of the other retrieved doc-
uments [Goffman, 1964]. As a result, the retrieved documents should
provide the maximum coverage and minimum redundancy with respect
to these multiple information needs [Clarke et al., 2008]. Ideally, the
covered information needs should also reflect their relative importance,
as perceived by the user population [Agrawal et al., 2009]. In its gen-
eral form, this is an NP-hard problem [Carterette, 2009], for which an
extensive body of research has been devoted in recent years. Discussing
such a rich literature is the primary goal of this survey.
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1.5 Scope of this Survey
This survey describes several approaches in the literature for the search
result diversification problem. In particular, we cover approaches aimed
to produce diversity-oriented rankings as well as those aimed at eval-
uating such rankings. Although our primary focus is on web search,
this survey also describes diversification approaches that tackle ambi-
guity and redundancy in other search scenarios, as well as approaches
for related tasks, such as query ambiguity detection and query aspect
mining. Outside of the scope of this survey are approaches that seek to
promote diversity for purposes other than search, such as text summari-
sation and event detection and tracking. The notations used uniformly
throughout this survey are described in the preface.
The remainder of this survey is organised as follows. In Chapter 2,
we provide a comprehensive overview of the search result diversification
problem, including a discussion of its NP-hardness. We also describe
an approximate polynomial-time solution that underlies most diver-
sification approaches in the literature. These approaches are further
organised according to a two-dimensional taxonomy, based upon their
adopted aspect representation (implicit or explicit) and their diversifi-
cation strategy (novelty-based, coverage-based, or hybrid).
In Chapters 3 and 4, we thoroughly describe the most prominent
implicit and explicit diversification approaches in the literature, respec-
tively. In both chapters, we focus on the diversification strategy and
the ranking objective underlying each approach following the uniform
notation introduced in the preface. Throughout these two chapters, we
highlight the commonalities and differences among these approaches,
and contrast their relative effectiveness as reported in the literature.
In Chapter 5, we describe the evaluation methodology most com-
monly adopted in the field of search result diversification, which builds
upon the availability of benchmark test collections. In particular, we
show the overall structure and the core components of a typical test col-
lection for diversity evaluation, and provide a summary of salient statis-
tics of the currently available test collections from TREC and NTCIR.
Furthermore, we present multiple alternative evaluation frameworks
and detail the evaluation metrics derived from each of them. Finally,
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we discuss several studies that validate these metrics according to mul-
tiple dimensions, including their discriminative power, sensitivity, in-
formativeness, predictive power, optimality, and reusability.
In Chapter 6, we introduce several advanced topics in the field of
search result diversification. In particular, we describe approaches pro-
posed for the related tasks of query ambiguity detection and query
aspect mining. While the former approaches can be used to selectively
adapt the amount of diversification performed for each individual query,
the latter can help generate aspect representations that better reflect
the possible information needs underlying a user’s query. In addition,
we describe several diversification approaches introduced for domains
other than web search. This includes approaches for diversifying search
results in different retrieval domains, such as images, biomedical re-
ports, product reviews and recommendations, as well as for promoting
diversity across multiple domains in an aggregated search interface.
Lastly, in Chapter 7, we provide a summary of the materials covered
throughout this survey and discuss open research directions in the field
of search result diversification. In particular, we highlight open prob-
lems related to modelling, estimation, and evaluation of diversification
approaches, as a means to foster further research in the field.
2Search Result Diversification
Ranking in IR has been traditionally approached as a pursuit of rele-
vant information. However, promoting relevance alone may not result
in an optimal retrieval effectiveness, particularly in search scenarios
that are permeated with ambiguous queries and redundant information
items. Search result diversification approaches have been proposed as a
means to tackle ambiguity and redundancy. In this chapter, we provide
a formal definition of the diversification problem. In addition, we anal-
yse the complexity of the problem and present a classical polynomial-
time approximate solution for it. Lastly, we introduce a taxonomy for
existing approaches that adhere to this solution.
2.1 The Diversification Problem
Throughout the years, the PRP [Cooper, 1971, Robertson, 1977] has
served as a general policy for ranking in IR [Gordon and Lenk, 1991].
However, the development of probabilistic ranking has been permeated
by simplifying modelling assumptions that are often inconsistent with
the underlying data [Gordon and Lenk, 1992, Cooper, 1995]. In par-
ticular, as discussed in §1.2, the PRP assumes that the relevance of a
11
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document can be estimated with certainty and independently of the
estimated relevance of the other retrieved documents. In practice, nei-
ther of these assumptions holds in a realistic scenario. While the first
assumption is challenged by ambiguity in the user’s query, the second
assumption is challenged by redundancy in the search results.
Departing from the aforementioned assumptions requires viewing
an ambiguous query as representing not one, but multiple possible in-
formation needs [Spärck-Jones et al., 2007]. Under this view, query am-
biguity can be tackled by ensuring a high coverage1 of the possible in-
formation needs underlying the query among the retrieved documents.
In turn, redundancy can be tackled by ensuring that the retrieved doc-
uments provide a high novelty with respect to their covered needs.
Figure 2.1 illustrates rankings with maximum coverage and maximum
novelty, derived from an initial relevance-oriented ranking. The figure
also illustrates a diversity-oriented ranking, produced by seeking to
achieve both coverage and novelty at the same time.
A
A
A
A
A
D
A
maximum 
relevance
A
A
B
B
C
C
D
maximum 
coverage
A
B
A
B
A
B
D
maximum 
novelty
Relevant to η
1
D
C
B
A
Relevant to η
2
Relevant to η
3
Not relevant
cutoff τ
A
B
C
A
B
C
D
maximum 
diversity
Figure 2.1: Relevance-oriented ranking and the often conflicting goals of diversity-
oriented ranking, namely, to attain maximum coverage and maximum novelty.
1Clarke et al. [2008] refer to this concept as “diversity”. We call it “coverage” to
emphasise the fact that it is one component of the broader diversification problem.
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Coverage and novelty can also be conflicting objectives. Indeed, as
illustrated in Figure 2.1, a ranking with maximum coverage may not
attain maximum novelty (e.g., although covering all information needs,
the ranking may place all documents covering a particular need ahead of
documents covering other needs). Conversely, a ranking with maximum
novelty may not attain maximum coverage (e.g., although covering each
need as early as possible in the ranking, not all possible needs may be
covered). As a result, both objectives must be pursued for achieving
an optimally diversified ranking. In contrast to a relevance-oriented
ranking, which assumes that the user’s need is specified with certainty
and attempts to retrieve as many relevant documents as possible for this
need, a diversity-oriented ranking maximises the chance of retrieving
at least one relevant document [Chen and Karger, 2006].
The notions of coverage and novelty help provide an informal
definition for the search result diversification problem. More for-
mally, let Rq denote the initial ranking produced for a query q, e.g.,
by a relevance-oriented ranking approach, such as a best-matching
model [Robertson and Zaragoza, 2009], language model [Zhai, 2008],
or divergence from randomness model [Amati, 2003].2 Moreover, fol-
lowing the view of an ambiguous query as representing an ensemble
of information needs [Spärck-Jones et al., 2007], let Nq and Nd denote
the sets of information needs for which the query q and each docu-
ment d ∈ Rq are relevant, respectively. The goal of the search result
diversification problem is to find a subset Dq ∈ 2
Rq , such that:
Dq = argmax
D′q∈2
Rq
∣∣∣ ∪d∈D′q Nq ∩ Nd
∣∣∣, s.t. |D′q| ≤ τ, (2.1)
where τ > 0 is the diversification cutoff, denoting the number of top
retrieved documents from Rq to be diversified, and 2
Rq is the power
set of Rq, comprising all subsets D
′
q of Rq, with 0 < |D
′
q| ≤ τ , to be
considered as candidate permutations of Rq. The permutation with the
maximum number of covered information needs up to the cutoff τ is
chosen as the optimal diversified ranking Dq.
2While diversification could be performed on top of an entire document collection,
it is more efficient to start from a smaller set of potentially relevant documents.
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2.2 NP-Hardness
As formalised in Equation 2.1, the search result diversification problem
is an instance of the maximum coverage problem, a classical NP-hard
problem in computational complexity theory [Hochbaum, 1997]. In par-
ticular, the maximum coverage problem can be stated as:
Given a universe of elements U , a collection of potentially
overlapping subsets W ∈ 2U , and an integer τ , select a set
of subsetsM⊆W, with |M| ≤ τ , with maximum coverage
of the elements from U .
In order to show that the diversification problem is also NP-hard,
we can reduce the maximum coverage problem to it [Agrawal et al.,
2009]. To this end, we map the universe of elements U to the possible
information needs Nq underlying the query q. Likewise, we map the
collection of candidate subsets W to the documents in Rq, initially
retrieved for q, in which case each document d ∈ Rq can be seen as
a subset of the information needs η ∈ Nq for which this document
is relevant. As a result, it can be easily verified that a set of subsets
M ⊆ W, with |M| ≤ τ , has maximum coverage of the elements in U
if and only if a permutation Dq ⊆ Rq, with |Dq| ≤ τ , has maximum
diversity with respect to the information needs in Nq.
2.3 Approximate Solution
Since the diversification problem is NP-hard, it has no known efficient
exact solution. Instead, we must look for a polynomial-time approxima-
tion. An important observation to this end is that the maximisation ob-
jective in Equation 2.1 shows a submodular structure [Vohra and Hall,
1993]. In particular, given arbitrary sets Γ1,Γ2 ⊆ U , with Γ1 ⊆ Γ2, and
an element γ ∈ U \ Γ2, a set function f : 2
U → R is called submodular
if and only if f(Γ1 ∪ {γ})− f(Γ1) ≥ f(Γ2 ∪ {γ})− f(Γ2). In other words,
adding a new element γ to Γ1 causes an equal or higher increment in
f compared to adding γ to Γ1’s superset Γ2. Intuitively, a submodular
function captures the notion of decreasing marginal utility, a funda-
mental principle in economics [Samuelson and Nordhaus, 2001]. In the
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context of search result diversification, the marginal utility of selecting
a document relevant to an information need diminishes the more this
need is satisfied by the documents already selected.
A greedy algorithm can be used to solve the submodular function
optimisation in Equation 2.1. As described in Algorithm 2.1, this greedy
approach takes as input a query q, the initial ranking Rq produced
for this query, with |Rq| = nq, and the diversification cutoff τ ≤ nq.
As its output, the algorithm produces a permutation Dq ⊆ Rq, with
|Dq| = τ . Such a permutation is initialised as an empty set in line
1 and iteratively constructed in lines 2–6 of Algorithm 2.1. In line 3,
the submodular objective function f(q, d,Dq) scores each yet unselected
document d ∈ Rq \ Dq in light of the query q and the documents
already in Dq, selected in the previous iterations of the algorithm. The
highest scored document, d∗, is then removed from Rq and added to
Dq in lines 4 and 5, respectively. Finally, in line 7, the produced diverse
permutation Dq of the initial ranking Rq is returned.
Diversify(q,Rq , τ)
1 Dq ← ∅
2 while |Dq| < τ do
3 d∗ ← argmaxd∈Rq\Dq f(q, d,Dq)
4 Rq ←Rq \ {d
∗}
5 Dq ← Dq ∪ {d
∗}
6 end while
7 return Dq
Algorithm 2.1: Greedy search result diversification.
The asymptotic cost of Algorithm 2.1 is the product of two factors:
the cost̟i of evaluating the function f in line 3 at the i-th iteration, and
the number Λτ of such evaluations required by the algorithm to identify
the τ most diverse documents. The unitary cost ̟i varies for different
approaches, as will be discussed in §2.5. For approaches adhering to
the greedy strategy in Algorithm 2.1, the number of evaluations Λτ
performed up to (and including) the i-th iteration can be modelled as
a recurrence relation. In particular, at the first iteration (i.e., i = 1),
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the most diverse document can be trivially selected as the one with the
highest estimated relevance to the query, independently of the other
documents, since Dq = ∅ at this point. At the i-th iteration, with
i > 1, the function f is evaluated for each document d ∈ Rq \Dq, which
amounts to a total of nq − (i − 1) documents. These two observations
can be modelled as the base and recursion steps of a first-order linear
recurrence, respectively, according to:
Λ1 = 0, (2.2)
Λi = nq − i+ 1 + Λi−1. (2.3)
To obtain the total number of evaluations Λτ required to select the
τ most diverse documents from Rq, we can iteratively expand the re-
cursion step (Equation 2.3) through telescoping [Cormen et al., 2001],
until we arrive at the base step (Equation 2.3), according to:
Λτ = nq − τ + 1 + Λτ−1, (2.4)
Λτ−1 = nq − τ + 2 + Λτ−2, (2.5)
. . .
Λ2 = nq − τ + (τ − 1) + Λ1. (2.6)
Replacing Equation 2.2 into 2.6 and Equations 2.5-2.6 up into Equa-
tion 2.4, we can derive a closed form for Λτ , as follows:
Λτ =
τ∑
i=2
(nq − τ + i) + Λ1
=
τ∑
i=2
(nq − τ) +
τ∑
i=2
i+ 0
=
1
2
(2τnq − τ
2 − 2nq + τ). (2.7)
With τ ≤ nq, it follows from Equation 2.7 that Λτ = O(τnq). As
τ → nq, we have Λτ = O(n
2
q). An important non-approximability re-
sult is known for this polynomial-time algorithm, which stems from
the submodular structure of the objective function f. In particular,
Nemhauser et al. [1978] have shown that such a greedy algorithm
achieves an approximation factor of (1 − 1/e) ≈ 0.632 of the opti-
mal solution to the maximum coverage problem. Feige [1998] has fur-
ther demonstrated that, for any ǫ > 0, the optimal solution cannot
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be approximated within a ratio of (1 − 1/e) + ǫ, unless P = NP.
This result was independently confirmed under a weaker assumption
by Khuller et al. [1999], who proved that no approximation algorithm
with ratio better than (1−1/e) exists for the maximum coverage prob-
lem, unless NP ⊆ DTIME(n
O(log lognq)
q ). Alternative formulations of the
problem based on local search heuristics have also been shown to per-
form effectively in practice [Gollapudi and Sharma, 2009, Zuccon et al.,
2012]. Nevertheless, given the approximation guarantee offered by Al-
gorithm 2.1, this algorithm underlies most diversification approaches
in the literature, as we describe in the next chapters.
2.4 A Taxonomy of Approaches
Several approaches have been proposed in the literature for the search
result diversification problem. The vast majority of these approaches
differ by how they implement the objective function f(q, d,Dq) in Algo-
rithm 2.1. Radlinski et al. [2009] broadly classified existing approaches
as either extrinsic or intrinsic. While extrinsic approaches seek to over-
come the ambiguity about the user’s actual information need, intrinsic
approaches aim to avoid redundancy in the search results. Santos et al.
[2012b] further refined this classification into a two-dimensional taxon-
omy, which we adopt in this survey. As shown in Table 2.1, this tax-
onomy organises existing approaches according to two complementary
dimensions: aspect representation and diversification strategy.
An aspect representation determines how the information needs un-
derlying a query are represented as multiple aspects of this query.3,4
In particular, an implicit aspect representation relies on features be-
longing to each document in order to model different aspects, such
as the terms contained by the documents [Carbonell and Goldstein,
3Recall that the information needs underlying an ambiguous query are generally
referred to as query interpretations, whereas those underlying an underspecified
query are referred to as query aspects [Clarke et al., 2008]. In this survey, unless
otherwise noted, we will refer to both query interpretations and aspects indistinctly.
4While both queries and aspects are representations of information needs, we
find the following distinction helpful: a query is a potentially ambiguous represen-
tation of the user’s actual information need, whereas an aspect is an unambiguous
representation of each of the multiple possible needs underlying the query.
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Table 2.1: Representative diversification approaches in the literature, organised
according to two dimensions: diversification strategy and aspect representation.
Diversification
strategy
Aspect representation
Implicit Explicit
Novelty
Carbonell and Goldstein [1998]
Santos et al. [2012b]
Zhai et al. [2003]
Chen and Karger [2006]
Zhu et al. [2007]
Wang and Zhu [2009]
Rafiei et al. [2010]
Zuccon and Azzopardi [2010]
Gil-Costa et al. [2011, 2013]
Coverage
Radlinski et al. [2008]
Radlinski and Dumais [2006]
Carterette and Chandar [2009]
Capannini et al. [2011]
He et al. [2011]
Hybrid
Yue and Joachims [2008]
Slivkins et al. [2010]
Agrawal et al. [2009]
Santos et al. [2010c]
Santos et al. [2010b]
Raman et al. [2012]
Dang and Croft [2012]
Zhu et al. [2014]
Liang et al. [2014]
1998], the clicks they received [Radlinski et al., 2008, Slivkins et al.,
2010], or even their different language models [Zhai et al., 2003],
topic models [Carterette and Chandar, 2009], or clusters [He et al.,
2011] built from the initial document ranking. In turn, an ex-
plicit aspect representation seeks to directly approximate the pos-
sible information needs underlying a query, by relying on features
derived from the query itself as candidate aspects, such as dif-
ferent query categories [Agrawal et al., 2009] or query reformula-
tions [Radlinski and Dumais, 2006, Santos et al., 2010b].
Given a particular aspect representation, a diversification strategy
determines how to achieve the goal of satisfying the multiple aspects un-
derlying a query. In particular, coverage-based approaches achieve this
goal by directly estimating how well each document covers the multiple
aspects of the query, regardless of how well these aspects are covered
by the other retrieved documents. Depending on the underlying as-
pect representation, coverage can be estimated in terms of classification
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confidence [Agrawal et al., 2009], topicality [Carterette and Chandar,
2009], and relevance [Santos et al., 2010b,c]. In contrast, novelty-based
approaches directly compare the retrieved documents to one another,
regardless of how well they cover different query aspects, in order to
promote novel information. For instance, documents can be compared
in terms of content dissimilarity [Carbonell and Goldstein, 1998], diver-
gence of language models [Zhai et al., 2003], or relevance score correla-
tion [Rafiei et al., 2010, Wang and Zhu, 2009, Kharazmi et al., 2014].
Coverage and novelty are related to the notions of extrinsic and intrinsic
diversity, respectively, as discussed by Radlinski et al. [2009]. Indeed,
while a coverage-based strategy primarily focuses on resolving query
ambiguity, a novelty-based strategy focuses on avoiding redundancy in
the search results. In the remainder of this chapter, we contrast novelty-
based, coverage-based, and hybrid diversification strategies in terms of
their computational complexity.
2.5 Complexity Analysis
As discussed in §2.2, the asymptotic cost of Algorithm 2.1 is the prod-
uct of the cost ̟i of evaluating the function f(q, d,Dq) at the i-th
iteration, and the number Λτ of such evaluations required to identify
the τ most diverse documents. While the cost of each evaluation de-
pends on the adopted aspect representation, the number Λτ of required
evaluations depends on the adopted diversification strategy.
For diversification approaches that attempt to tackle redundancy,
such as novelty-based and hybrid approaches, a total of Λτ = O(τnq)
evaluations must be performed, as discussed in §2.2. As highlighted
in Table 2.1, the vast majority of novelty-based approaches as well as
some hybrid approaches adopt an implicit aspect representation, typi-
cally comprising the space of unique terms in a document corpus. For
such approaches, at the i-th iteration, an evaluation of the objective
function f(q, d,Dq) would have a cost ̟i ∝ v(i−1), where v is the num-
ber of unique terms in the lexicon. Nonetheless, in reality, the function
f must only be evaluated with respect to the last document added to
Dq (as opposed to the entire set Dq), since the yet unselected docu-
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ments in Rq \Dq would have already been compared to the documents
added to Dq in the previous iterations. As a result, the total cost in-
curred by a novelty-based diversification approach can be expressed as∑Λτ
i=1̟i =
∑O(τnq)
i=1 v = O(vτnq). For approaches that adopt an ex-
plicit aspect representation, the asymptotic cost can be expressed as
O(kτnq), where k is the total number of represented aspects. Com-
pared to the cost O(vτnq) incurred by implicit approaches, explicit
approaches are generally more efficient, since typically k ≪ v. On the
other hand, regarding the aspect representation itself, the identification
of implicit, document-driven aspects can be performed oﬄine at index-
ing time. In contrast, explicit, query-driven aspects generally require
online processing at querying time.
For coverage-based approaches, which do not account for depen-
dences between the retrieved documents, the function f is evaluated
only once for each of the nq documents to be diversified. As a re-
sult, these approaches perform a total of Λτ = O(nq) evaluations.
Although such an independence assumption breaks the effectiveness
guarantees offered by the greedy approximation, it improves the ef-
ficiency of the resulting diversification. In particular, while novelty-
based approaches evaluate the objective function f(q, d,Dq) a total of
O(τnq) times, only O(nq) evaluations are required by coverage-based
approaches. The cost of a single evaluation, in turn, depends on the
total number of represented aspects k, i.e., ̟i = O(k). Similarly to
the analysis conducted for novelty-based and hybrid approaches, we
can express the total cost incurred by coverage-based approaches as∑Λτ
i=1̟i =
∑O(nq)
i=1 k = O(knq). In Chapters 3 and 4, we will describe
the most representative approaches in each of these families.
3Implicit Diversification
Search result diversification was originally tackled from a document-
oriented perspective. In particular, the first diversification approaches
proposed in the literature aimed at identifying documents that car-
ried different information from those documents already seen by the
user. As illustrated in Figure 3.1, these approaches implicitly assumed
that different documents would more likely satisfy different information
needs. The key challenge then became to appropriately model docu-
ment differences. In this chapter, we describe the most representative
diversification approaches in the literature that adopt an implicit rep-
resentation of query aspects. As discussed in §2.4, depending on their
adopted diversification strategy, we further organise these approaches
as novelty-based, coverage-based, or hybrid.
3.1 Novelty-based Approaches
Most implicit diversification approaches in the literature seek to pro-
mote novelty as their sole diversification strategy. By doing so, their
aim is to infer differences between the retrieved documents in or-
der to demote those with redundant contents. The first novelty-
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Figure 3.1: Schematic view of implicit diversification approaches.
based diversification approach in the literature was introduced by
Carbonell and Goldstein [1998], with applications to text retrieval
and summarisation. In particular, their maximal marginal relevance
(MMR) method scored a candidate document d ∈ Rq \ Dq as the doc-
ument’s estimated relevance with respect to the query q, discounted
by the document’s maximum similarity with respect to the already
selected documents in Dq, according to:
fMMR(q, d,Dq) = λ f1(q, d) − (1− λ) max
dj∈Dq
f2(d, dj), (3.1)
where f1(q, d) and f2(d, dj) estimate the relevance of the document d
with respect to the query q and its similarity to the documents already
selected in Dq, respectively. A balance between relevance (i.e., f1) and
redundancy (i.e., max f2, the opposite of novelty) is achieved through
an appropriate setting of the linear combination parameter λ.
Inspired by the formulation of MMR, Zhai et al. [2003] proposed a
novelty-based diversification approach within a risk minimisation (RM)
framework for language modelling [Zhai and Lafferty, 2006]. In partic-
ular, given a query q and a candidate document d, their proposed ap-
proach estimated the score of the document model θd with respect to
the query model θq, as well as with respect to a reference model θDq ,
comprising the documents already selected, according to:
fRM(q, d,Dq) = f1(θq, θd)(1− λ− f2(θd, θDq)), (3.2)
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where f1(θq, θd) quantifies the risk of returning documents with a
language that does not fit the query language, as quantified by the
Kullback-Leibler divergence between the θq and θd language models.
Six methods were proposed in order to estimate f2(θd, θDq), based on
either the divergence between θd and θDq or a mixture of the reference
model θDq and an English background model. Similarly to Equation 3.1,
the parameter λ controls the penalisation of redundancy.
A related risk-aware approach was introduced by Chen and Karger
[2006]. In particular, they argued that maximising the probability of
relevance could lead to a complete retrieval failure when ranking under
uncertainty. Instead, they proposed to maximise the chance of retriev-
ing at least one relevant document. To this end, they instantiated the
objective function in Algorithm 2.1 to estimate the conditional rele-
vance (CR) of a document d, under the assumption that none of the
already selected documents Dq were relevant, such that:
fCR(q, d,Dq) = p(gr(d) | g¯1, · · · , g¯|Dq|, d1, · · · , d|Dq|, d), (3.3)
where r(d) denotes the ranking position of document d, and gi and g¯i
denote the events in which the document at the i-th position is relevant
and non-relevant, respectively. Intuitively, this formulation promotes
novel documents by considering the already selected documents as a
form of negative relevance feedback [Wang et al., 2008].
Wang and Zhu [2009] introduced a diversification approach1 in-
spired by the portfolio theory in finance [Markowitz, 1952]. In partic-
ular, the selection of documents for a ranking involves a fundamental
risk, namely, that of overestimating the relevance of individual doc-
uments, analogously to the risk involved in selecting financial assets
(e.g., stocks) for an investment portfolio. In both the finance and the
retrieval scenarios, diversifying the selected items can maximise the ex-
pected return (mean) while minimising the involved risk (variance) of a
selection. Accordingly, Wang and Zhu [2009] proposed a mean-variance
analysis (MVA) diversification objective, according to:
fMVA(q, d,Dq) = µd − bwi σ
2
d − 2 b σd
∑
dj∈Dq
wj σdj ρd,dj , (3.4)
1A very similar approach was proposed independently by Rafiei et al. [2010].
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where µd and σ
2
d are the mean and variance of the relevance estimates
associated with document d, respectively, with the summation compo-
nent estimating the redundancy of d in light of the documents in Dq.
Documents are compared in terms of the Pearson’s correlation ρd,dj of
their term vectors. The weight wi assigns a discount to the document
at the i-th ranking position. A balance between relevance, variance,
and redundancy is achieved with the parameter b.
Building upon the theory of quantum mechanics [van Rijsbergen,
2004], Zuccon and Azzopardi [2010] proposed the quantum probabil-
ity ranking principle (QPRP). In contrast to the classic PRP [Cooper,
1971, Robertson, 1977], the QPRP prescribes that not only the esti-
mated relevance of each document should be considered as a ranking
criterion, but also how it interferes with the estimated relevance of the
other documents. In particular, in the quantum formalism, interference
refers to the effect of an observation on subsequent observations. This
notion was quantified into the following objective:
fQPRP(q, d,Dq) = p(Gq|q, d) +
∑
dj∈Dq
̺d,dj , (3.5)
where p(Gq|q, d) denotes the probability of observing the relevant set
Gq, given the query q and the document d, which corresponds to
the classic formulation of the PRP. The estimation of the interfer-
ence ̺d,dj between d and each document dj ∈ Dq involves opera-
tions with complex numbers. In practice, it can be approximated as
̺d,dj ≈ −2
√
p(Gq|q, d)
√
p(Gq|q, dj) f(d, dj), where f(d, dj) can be any
function measuring the similarity between the two documents.
Zhu et al. [2007] approached the diversification problem as an ab-
sorbing random walk (ARW) with transition probabilities pij = (1 −
λ) p(dj |q)+λ p(dj |di), where p(dj |q) and p(dj |di) denoted the estimated
relevance of dj and its similarity to di, respectively, with the parameter
λ balancing between the two. An absorbing random walk is a Markov
chain with reachable absorbing states i, such that pij = 1 if i = j,
and 0 otherwise [Kemeny and Snell, 1960]. In their formulation, each
selected document dj ∈ Dq was represented as an absorbing state, in
which case candidate documents were scored according to:
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fARW(q, d,Dq) = ϑ(d,Dq), (3.6)
where ϑ(d,Dq) denotes the expected number of visits to document d
before absorption by the states in Dq. While this computation would
incur an expensive inversion of the underlying transition matrix at
every iteration, in practice, such an inversion can be computed only
once and subsequently reused in order to update the portion of the
matrix corresponding to the states in Rq \ Dq [Woodbury, 1950].
Gil-Costa et al. [2011, 2013] explored the properties of the metric
space induced from the ranking produced for a query in order to iden-
tify novel documents. To this end, they deployed different techniques to
partition the initial ranking Rq into zones Zq, with each zone compris-
ing documents similar to each other and dissimilar from documents in
the other zones. Since |Zq| ≪ |Dq|, they were able to drastically reduce
the number of document comparisons required to promote novelty, by
comparing each candidate document d ∈ Rq\Dq to each identified zone
centre z ∈ Zq, instead of all previously selected documents dj ∈ Dq.
While such centres could be directly returned as a diverse selection of
documents, they introduced a scoring function to perform what they
called a sparse spatial selection diversification (SSSD):
fSSSD(q, d,Dq) = (1− λ) f1(q, d) + λ
(
1−max
z∈Zq
f2(d, z)
)
, (3.7)
where f1(q, d) and f2(d, z) estimate the relevance of d to the query q
and its similarity—as given by a metric distance—to each zone centre z,
with the parameter λ controlling the trade-off between the two scores.
3.2 Coverage-based Approaches
A few implicit diversification approaches that adopt a coverage-based
strategy have recently been proposed. Rather than directly comparing
the retrieved documents to one another, as novelty-based approaches
would do, these coverage-based approaches seek to identify a reasonable
representation of the aspects underlying a query from the top retrieved
documents themselves. For instance, Radlinski et al. [2008] proposed
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an online learning approach to maximise the coverage of clicked docu-
ments. Their intuition was that users with different information needs
would click on different documents for the same query. In their for-
mulation, the choice of the next document to be selected for a query
was seen as a multi-armed bandit (MAB) problem [Berry and Fristedt,
1985]. A MAB models the process of selecting one of many possible
strategies or “arms”, trading off the exploitation of existing knowledge
and the acquisition (or exploration) of new knowledge. In the context
of diversification, each candidate document d ∈ Rq \ Dq for the next
ranking position of a query q was considered as an “arm”, with existing
knowledge µ
(i)
d at time i denoting the likelihood of the document be-
ing clicked when ranked at that position for the query. Precisely, their
ranked-armed bandits (RAB) objective can be described as:
fRAB(q, d,Dq) =


1 if d = MABj(Rq, µ
(i)
• ),
0 otherwise,
(3.8)
where MABj(Rq, µ
(i)
• ) is a MAB instance trained to select a document
d∗ ∈ Rq for the j-th ranking position, with j = |Dq| + 1, balancing
exploration and the exploitation of the expected reward µ
(i)
d∗ at time i.
Carterette and Chandar [2009] proposed a probabilistic approach
for maximising the coverage of multiple “facets”, denoting different as-
pects of a query. Such facets were generated by constructing either rel-
evance models [Lavrenko and Croft, 2001] or topic models [Blei et al.,
2003] from the top retrieved documents for the query. Three strategies
were proposed to re-rank the initially retrieved documents Rq with re-
spect to their coverage of the identified facets. In particular, the best
performing of these strategies selected the highest scored document d
for each facet z ∈ Zq in a round-robin fashion. Such a facet modelling
(FM) approach can be formalised into the following objective:
fFM(q, d,Dq) =


p(d|q) if ∃zi ∈ Zq | p(d|zi) > 0 ∧ i = |Dq| mod |Zq|,
0 otherwise,
(3.9)
where Zq is the set of facets identified for the query q and p(d|zi)
denotes the likelihood of observing each document d given the facet
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zi ∈ Zq. The modulus operation ensures a round-robin selection from a
total of |Zq| facets. Since the probabilities p(d|zi) are not comparable
across the various facets, the documents selected in the round-robin
process are ultimately ordered by their likelihood given the query q.
A similar coverage-based approach was investigated by He et al.
[2011]. In particular, they proposed to partition the documents ini-
tially retrieved for a query into non-overlapping clusters using topic
modelling [Blei et al., 2003]. In their approach, each cluster c ∈ Zq re-
ceived a score p(c|q), given by the cluster’s likelihood of generating the
query q. As a result, the diversification problem was reduced to the task
of selecting documents with a high coverage of highly scored clusters.
Of the selection strategies investigated, a weighted round-robin (WRR)
selection performed the best. This selection strategy can be formalised
according to the following objective:
fWRR(q, d,Dq) =


p(d|q) if ∃ci ∈ Zq | d ∈ ci ∧ i = |Dq| mod |Zq|
s.t. p(c1|q) ≥ p(c2|q) ≥ · · · ≥ p(cZq||q),
0 otherwise,
(3.10)
where the probability p(ci|q) imposes a total ordering over the clusters
ci ∈ Zq, essentially biasing the selection towards highly scored clusters.
An alternative approach to identify related documents was intro-
duced by Kharazmi et al. [2014]. Instead of exploiting textual features
of the retrieved documents, they proposed to leverage the relevance
scores initially assigned to these documents to induce “relevance clus-
ters”. In particular, they hypothesised that documents with similar rele-
vance scores to already selected documents should be demoted in favour
of documents with more dissimilar scores. Accordingly, they proposed
to score each retrieved document d by accounting for both the doc-
ument’s original ranking position as well as its score difference with
respect to the document ranked immediately ahead of it. Their pro-
posed score difference (SD) objective can be expressed as:
fSD(q, d,Dq) =
1
r(d,Rq)
+
1
r(d,Rd)
, (3.11)
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where r(d,Rq) and r(d,Rd) are the positions of d in the original ranking
Rq and in the ranking Rd induced by score differences, respectively.
3.3 Hybrid Approaches
Hybrid diversification approaches leveraging an implicit aspect rep-
resentation have also been proposed in recent years. For instance,
Yue and Joachims [2008] proposed a hybrid approach within the frame-
work of supervised machine learning. As training data, they considered
a pair (Rqi ,Nqi) for each query qi, where Rqi and Nqi denote the initial
ranking and the manually labelled information needs possibly under-
lying qi, respectively. Since the actual needs Nqi are unknown in a
real scenario, these were implicitly represented using the words cov-
ered by each retrieved document. For learning a function f to identify
a set Dqi ⊆ Rqi with maximum coverage of Nqi, they employed struc-
tural support vector machines [Tsochantaridis et al., 2005]. In particu-
lar, their weighted word coverage (WWC) approach considered linear
functions f , parametrised by a weight vector w, such that:
fWWC(q, d,Dq) = w
TΦ(Rq,Dq ∪ {d}), (3.12)
where the feature extractor Φ(Rq,Dq ∪ {d}) measures the extent to
which the words in Rq are covered by each candidate selection Dq∪{d}.
Another hybrid diversification approach that leveraged an implicit
aspect representation was proposed by Slivkins et al. [2010] within the
MAB framework. In particular, they extended the click coverage max-
imisation approach introduced by Radlinski et al. [2008] and formalised
in Equation 3.8 in order to account for the context in which clicks are
observed. To this end, they proposed to condition the expected re-
ward µ
(i)
d|Dq
of each document d at time i on the documents Dq selected
ahead of d in previous iterations of Algorithm 2.1. This notion can be
formalised into the following diversification objective, denoted ranked
context bandits (RCB):
fRCB(q, d,Dq) =


1 if d = MABj(Rq, µ
(i)
•|Dq
),
0 otherwise,
(3.13)
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where the instanceMABj(Rq, µ
(i)
•|Dq
) selects a document d∗ ∈ Rq for the
j-th ranking position, with j = |Dq|+ 1, in a similar fashion to Equa-
tion 3.8. However, in contrast to Equation 3.8, Slivkins et al. [2010]
used the conditional reward µ
(i)
d∗|Dq
at time i, by correlating the clicks on
d∗ to those observed for the documents dj ∈ Dq. To reduce the number
of required correlation computations, they modelled the reward func-
tion µ• as a Lipschitz-continuous function in the metric space induced
by the documents in Rq [Searcóid, 2006], which dramatically improved
the efficiency of the proposed approach.
A related supervised machine learning approach was introduced by
Raman et al. [2012], also in an online learning setting. In particular, at
a given time i, their approach presented the user with a diverse ranking
Dq, produced by the following objective function:
fDP(q, d,Dq) = w
T
i Φ(Rq,Dq ∪ {d}), (3.14)
where wi denotes the weight vector learned by a diversification per-
ceptron (DP), based upon the evidence accumulated up to time i, and
Φ(Rq,Dq∪{d}) is defined in terms of word coverage, similarly to Equa-
tion 3.12. In order to update the weight vector wi, the feedback received
from the user in the form of pairwise preferences is used to produce an
improved (in expectation) ranking Dˆq. In particular, the updated vec-
tor is defined as wi+1 = wi +Φ(Rq, Dˆq)−Φ(Rq,Dq).
Zhu et al. [2014] introduced an alternative learning approach, which
modelled both relevance-oriented features of each individual document
as well as diversity-oriented features conveying each document’s pair-
wise distances to higher ranked documents. Given training instances of
the form (Rqi ,Nqi ,Mqi) for each training query qi, with Rqi and Nqi
defined as above and the tensor Mqi representing various distances
between every pair of documents in Rqi , they performed a gradient de-
scent optimisation [Friedman, 2001] to minimise a loss function based
on the Plackett-Luce model [Marden, 1996]. In particular, their rela-
tional learning to rank (RLTR) objective was defined as:
fRLTR(q, d,Dq) = w
T
RΦ(d) +w
T
DΦ(M
d,Dq
q ), (3.15)
where the vectors wR and wD are learned to weigh relevance- and
diversity-oriented features, respectively. As to the latter, they consid-
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ered the minimum, average, or maximum distance between d and the
documents already selected in Dq, according to dissimilarity functions
based on the body, title, anchor text, URLs, hyperlinks, topics, and
categories of each pair of documents, as encoded in the tensor M
d,Dq
q .
Liang et al. [2014] observed that fusing multiple rankings produced
by independent approaches helps improve diversification. Accordingly,
they proposed a diversified data fusion (DDF) model, which aims to
promote documents from a fused ranking with a proportional coverage
of multiple topics, derived from the document contents as well as their
fusion scores. Inspired by the PM-2 model, described in Equation 4.7,
Liang et al. [2014] formalised the DDF model according to:
fDDF(q, d,Dq) =
∑
z∈Zq
bz ζ(z|q) p(d|q, z), (3.16)
where ζ(z|q) is a quotient that determines how much the diversified
ranking Dq already covers the topic z, whereas p(d|q, z) determines
how much the document d covers this topic. The latter quantity is
further computed as p(d|q, z) ≈ p(z|q,d) fCS(q,d)
p(z|q) , with p(z|q, d) and p(z|q)
estimated via topic modelling [Blei et al., 2003] and fCS(q, d) estimated
by the CombSUM data fusion method [Fox and Shaw, 1993]. Finally,
for a given parameter λ, set through training, bz is set as bz = λ if z is
the topic with highest quotient or bz = 1− λ otherwise.
3.4 Summary
In this chapter, we have surveyed implicit approaches for search re-
sult diversification. In particular, these approaches have the longest
history in the literature, stemming from research on identifying novel
sentences for text summarisation [Carbonell and Goldstein, 1998]. In
common, implicit approaches rely on document properties as proxies
for representing the information needs covered by each document. Such
document properties include terms, clicks, relevance scores, topic mod-
els, and clusters. Despite their intuitiveness, these approaches have
been shown to underperform in a standard web search result di-
versification scenario, regardless of their choice of aspect representa-
tion [Santos et al., 2012b]. Indeed, seeking novelty—the most popular
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strategy among implicit approaches—has been shown to yield highly
inconsistent improvements across different queries. In contrast, seeking
coverage—a strategy popularised by explicit diversification approaches,
as introduced in the next chapter—has been shown to be less risky.
4Explicit Diversification
With the prominence of query ambiguity in web search and the develop-
ment of advanced query understanding techniques, new diversification
approaches taking a query-oriented perspective emerged. As illustrated
in Figure 4.1, such approaches explicitly model the aspects underlying
a query, notably to directly seek an improved coverage of these aspects
among the ranked documents. As a result, modelling aspects that accu-
rately reflect the possible information needs underlying an ambiguous
query is a major challenge for such explicit diversification approaches.
In this chapter, we describe the most representative of these approaches
from the literature. Similarly to Chapter 3, we further organise these
approaches as either novelty-based, coverage-based, or hybrid.
4.1 Novelty-based Approaches
Explicit search result diversification approaches have traditionally
adopted a coverage-based or hybrid strategy, in order to maximise
the retrieved documents’ coverage of the explicitly represented query
aspects. In contrast, as discussed in §3.1, pure novelty-based strate-
gies were mostly deployed with an implicit aspect representation, with
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Figure 4.1: Schematic view of explicit diversification approaches.
the aim of promoting documents with dissimilar contents compared
to those at higher ranking positions. On the other hand, the preva-
lence of different aspect representations among the existing approaches
precluded a direct comparison between coverage and novelty as diver-
sification strategies. As a result, it was generally unclear whether the
differences in diversification performance commonly observed between
these approaches was due to their underlying aspect representation
(i.e., implicit vs. explicit) or to their adopted diversification strategy
(i.e., novelty-based, coverage-based, or hybrid).
To better understand the role played by different aspect representa-
tions and different diversification strategies, Santos et al. [2012b] pro-
posed adaptations of existing implicit novelty-based diversification ap-
proaches to leverage explicit aspect representations. As a result, they
could assess the impact of either dimension in isolation from the other.
In particular, given a query q with a set of aspects S, with |S| = k,
they explicitly represented each retrieved document d ∈ Rq as a k-
dimensional vector d over the aspects S. In particular, the i-th dimen-
sion of the vector d was defined such that:
di = f(d, si), (4.1)
where the function f estimates how well the document d satisfies the
aspect si ∈ S. Different measures of the document-aspect association
can be used, depending on how the aspects underlying the query are
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identified, e.g., based on reformulations mined from a query log or on
categories derived from a classification taxonomy.
Based upon the explicit aspect representation formalised in Equa-
tion 4.1, Santos et al. [2012b] introduced explicit versions of two well-
known implicit diversification approaches from the literature, namely,
MMR (Equation 3.1) and MVA (Equation 3.4). In particular, the ex-
plicit version of MMR, denoted xMMR, was formalised as:
fxMMR(q, d,Dq) = λ f1(q, d) − (1− λ) max
dj∈Dq
f2(d,dj), (4.2)
where f1(q, d) estimates the relevance of d with respect to the query q
and f2(d,dj) estimates the similarity between the explicit representa-
tions of d and each of the documents already selected in Dq, with the
parameter λ controlling the balance between the two scores.
An explicit version of MVA, denoted xMVA, was devised similarly.
In particular, the objective function of xMVA was formalised as:
fxMVA(q, d,Dq) = µd − bwi σ
2
d − 2 b σd
∑
dj∈Dq
wj σdj ρd,dj , (4.3)
where µd and σ
2
d are the mean and variance of the relevance estimates
for document d, respectively. The summation component estimates the
redundancy of d, based upon the correlation ρd,dj between explicit rep-
resentations of this document and each document in Dq. The parameter
b controls the balance between relevance, variance, and redundancy.
Through an empirical study, Santos et al. [2012b] contrasted
xMMR and xMVA to their implicit counterparts, as well as to pure
content-based and hybrid diversification approaches using a variety of
explicit aspect representations. Compared to MMR and MVA, they ob-
served no consistent improvements when switching to an explicit aspect
representation. On the other hand, for a range of explicit representa-
tions held fixed, they concluded that novelty, as a diversification strat-
egy, consistently underperforms when compared to coverage. Through
a comprehensive simulation, they noted that novelty fails to reward
documents that cover multiple query aspects, which could explain the
observed differences in performance. On the other hand, they also noted
that novelty plays an important role in hybrid approaches, acting as a
tie-breaker between documents with similar levels of coverage.
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4.2 Coverage-based Approaches
Along with hybrid approaches, which will be described in §4.3,
coverage-based approaches are the most prominent explicit diversifica-
tion approaches in the literature. While the former approaches adhere
strictly to the greedy formulation in Algorithm 2.1, the latter ignore
dependencies among the retrieved documents in favour of efficiency.
The first explicit coverage-based diversification approach in the lit-
erature was introduced by Radlinski and Dumais [2006]. In particular,
they proposed to diversify the documents retrieved for a query ac-
cording to these documents’ coverage of multiple reformulations of the
query, mined from a query log. To this end, given a query q, they se-
lected the k queries most likely to follow q across multiple sessions in
a query log as a set Sq of query reformulations. In order to select the τ
most diverse documents from the ranking Rq, they enforced a uniform
coverage of the identified reformulations. According to this uniform
coverage (UC) policy, each reformulation s ∈ Sq could be represented
by at most τ/k documents, which essentially filtered out documents
covering already well covered reformulations, such that:
fUC(q, d,Dq) =


f(q, d) if ∃s ∈ Sq | d ∈ Rs ∧ |Rs ∩ Dq| < τ/k,
0 otherwise,
(4.4)
where Rs is the set of documents that match s. Despite ensuring a
uniform coverage of different reformulations, the selected documents
are still ranked by their estimated relevance to q, i.e., f(q, d).
In a similar vein, Capannini et al. [2011] proposed to mine query
specialisations (i.e., queries with a more specific representation of the
user’s information need compared to the initial query [Boldi et al.,
2009b]) from a query log in order to guide the diversification process.
In particular, they selected the τ most diverse documents from Rq ac-
cording to each document’s weighted proportional coverage (WPC) of
the identified specialisations s ∈ Sq. More precisely, their approach can
be formalised into the following objective function:
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fWPC(q, d,Dq) =


f(q, d) if ∃s ∈ Sq | d ∈ Rs ∧ |Rs ∩ Dq| < p(s|q) τ ,
0 otherwise,
(4.5)
where p(s|q) τ is the proportion of the final ranking dedicated to doc-
uments matching each specialisation s ∈ Sq, given each specialisa-
tion’s likelihood p(s|q). For documents matching a not well repre-
sented specialisation s, f(q, d) denotes each document’s utility, such that
f(q, d) ∝
∑
s∈Sq p(s|q)
∑
dj∈Rs
1−f(d,dj )
r(dj ,Rs)
, where Rs is a ranking produced
for each specialisation s and f(d, dj) measures the similarity between d
and each document dj ∈ Rs, ranked at position r(dj ,Rs).
4.3 Hybrid Approaches
Hybrid approaches based on explicit query aspect representations have
also been successfully investigated in the literature. In particular, these
approaches try to improve upon pure coverage-based ones, by dimin-
ishing the value of covering already well covered query aspects. As a
result, excessive redundancy in the final ranking can be avoided.
The first explicit diversification approach in the literature to adopt a
hybrid diversification strategy was introduced by Agrawal et al. [2009].
In particular, they proposed to diversify a document ranking in light
of a taxonomy T of query intents, represented as different categories
from the Open Directory Project (ODP).1 Given the classification of
both queries and documents in light of this taxonomy, they proposed
an intent-aware selection (IA-Select) mechanism, instantiating the ob-
jective function in Algorithm 2.1 according to:
fIA-Select(q, d,Dq) =
∑
c∈T
f(c|q,Dq) f(d|q, c), (4.6)
where, for each category c ∈ T , f(d|q, c) denotes the extent to which
the document d covers c, while f(c|q,Dq) denotes the marginal utility
of c given the query q and the documents already in Dq. Intuitively, an
1http://www.dmoz.org/
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already well covered category is deemed less useful, which contributes
to promoting novel documents and demoting redundant ones.
Dang and Croft [2012] introduced a diversification approach in-
spired by electoral processes for achieving a proportional representa-
tion of the aspects underlying a query in the produced ranking. Dif-
ferent from the coverage-based proportional coverage approaches of
Radlinski and Dumais [2006] and Capannini et al. [2011], described in
§4.2, Dang and Croft [2012] defined the concept of a proportionality
quotient ζ(s|q) for each query aspect s, according to:
ζ(s|q) ∝
p(s|q)∑
dj∈Dq p(dj |s)
,
where the numerator represents the amount of “votes” received by the
aspect s—for instance, based upon its popularity—and the denomina-
tor represents the amount of “seats” already taken by s, based upon
how much this aspect is already covered by the documents in Dq. The
quotient ζ(s|q) is at the heart of the objective function of their proposed
proportionality model (PM-2), which can be defined as:
fPM-2(q, d,Dq) =
∑
s∈Sq
bs ζ(s|q) p(d|s), (4.7)
where, for a given parameter λ, bs = λ if aspect s has the highest
quotient ζ(s|q) among all aspects in Sq, or bs = 1 − λ otherwise, and
p(d|s) measures the coverage of document d with respect to s.
Santos et al. [2010b,c] proposed to mine query reformulations from
a query log as a close representation of the possible information needs
underlying an ambiguous query [Santos and Ounis, 2011]. Such an ex-
plicit representation of query aspects, which they called sub-queries,
formed the basis of their proposed Explicit Query Aspect Diversifica-
tion (xQuAD) framework. In particular, xQuAD models the concepts
of relevance and diversity as a mixture of probabilities, according to:
fxQuAD(q, d,Dq) = (1− λ) p(d|q) + λ p(d, D¯q|q), (4.8)
where p(d|q) and p(d, D¯q|q) model the probabilities that the document
d is relevant and diverse, respectively, with the parameter λ modelling
the trade-off between promoting relevance or diversity. The component
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p(d, D¯q |q) can be interpreted as the probability that d, but none of the
already selected documents in Dq, is relevant to q. To account for the
multiple information needs possibly underlying q, this probability can
be marginalised over the sub-queries s ∈ Sq, such that:
p(d, D¯q |q) ≈
∑
s∈Sq
p(s|q) p(d|q, s)
∏
dj∈Dq
(1− p(dj |q, s)),
where p(s|q) denotes the importance of sub-query s in light of all sub-
queries in Sq identified for the query q, p(d|q, s) represents the coverage
of the document d with respect to s, and
∏
dj∈Dq(1− p(dj |q, s)) quan-
tifies the novelty of d, estimated as the probability that none of the
documents in Dq is relevant to the sub-queries covered by d.
4.4 Summary
In this chapter, we have surveyed diversification approaches that rely
on an explicit aspect representation. Such approaches build upon recent
advances on query understanding, by representing the possible informa-
tion needs underlying an ambiguous query as multiple query reformu-
lations mined from a query log, or multiple query categories obtained
from an existing taxonomy. Explicit approaches have been shown to
consistently outperform implicit ones in a standard web search result
diversification scenario. In particular, explicit approaches that promote
a hybrid of coverage and novelty, such as IA-Select, PM-2, and xQuAD,
are regarded as the state-of-the-art in the search result diversification
literature. Moreover, these approaches have inspired several advances
in the field, as will be introduced in Chapter 6, which will also address
applications of diversification in other domains. Meanwhile, in the next
chapter, we will describe the currently established methodology, bench-
marks, and metrics for evaluating diversity-oriented rankings.
5Diversity Evaluation
A diverse ranking is one that satisfies the multiple information needs
possibly underlying an ambiguous or underspecified query—be these
needs from different users or from the same user in different contexts.
While traditional search evaluation is challenging, departing from the
assumption that a single information need underlies each query ar-
guably renders the evaluation of diversity even more complex. In this
chapter, we review the literature on diversity evaluation. In particular,
we describe publicly available diversity evaluation benchmarks, pro-
duced in the context of the TREC and NTCIR forums, as well as the
most prominent metrics used for diversity evaluation.
5.1 Evaluation Benchmarks
Evaluating the effectiveness of ranking approaches is an open chal-
lenge. In particular, not only is relevance an ill-understood concept per
se [Mizzaro, 1997], but it can also span multiple dimensions [Borlund,
2003], particularly in light of the complex information needs of search
users [Broder, 2002, Rose and Levinson, 2004]. Alternative evaluation
methodologies have been proposed and tested throughout the years,
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based upon both implicit and explicit user feedback regarding the rel-
evance of documents ranked in response to a query [Sanderson, 2010].
One of the most established retrieval evaluation methodologies ab-
stracts away from the specificities of individual users, instead relying
on the relevance assessment of expert judges to produce an evalua-
tion benchmark [Voorhees, 2007]. Such a methodology was pioneered
by Cleverdon [1967] at the College of Aeronautics, Cranfield, UK, in
their experiments to assess the effectiveness of multiple indexing ap-
proaches. While the so-called Cranfield paradigm may limit the as-
sessment of relevance in context [Teevan et al., 2007], it dramatically
improves the reproducibility of the resulting evaluation, by allow-
ing multiple ranking approaches to be tested on a common bench-
mark [Voorhees and Harman, 2005]. Moreover, it is estimated that such
a methodology has fostered around one third of all improvements in web
search ranking from 1999 to 2009 [Rowe et al., 2010].
A benchmark test collection comprises three main components: a
corpus of documents, a set of queries, and a set of relevance assessments,
which function as a mapping between each query and the documents
deemed as relevant for this query [Voorhees, 2007]. While search sys-
tems have greatly benefited from the controlled evaluation offered by
benchmark test collections, query ambiguity has been largely ignored
by early test collections. In practice, the assumption that the user’s
query represents a single information need reduces the complexity of
the underlying evaluation, ensuring that different systems are evaluated
with respect to an unambiguously defined information need [Cleverdon,
1991]. However, as pointed out by Spärck-Jones et al. [2007], this as-
sumption does not hold in modern search scenarios, particularly with
the high incidence of short and ambiguous queries. Moreover, such
queries can negatively impact search effectiveness [Sanderson, 2008].
In order to address such a limitation of the established evaluation
paradigm, Spärck-Jones et al. [2007] argued for the development of test
collections that explicitly account for queries with different levels of am-
biguity. In particular, they claimed that such a test collection should
consider each query as representing an ensemble of information needs,
as opposed to a single need. In turn, such needs should reflect the in-
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terests of the population of users that could have issued the query.
Finally, the relevance of each ranked document should be judged sepa-
rately for each information need, so as to enable the assessment of the
effectiveness of the whole ranking at satisfying the multiple needs.
Diversity evaluation is typically operationalised by representing the
possible information needs underlying a query as multiple query as-
pects.1 Early attempts to build a test collection for diversity eval-
uation were made at the Text REtrieval Conference (TREC), one
of the major forums for research in information retrieval [Voorhees,
2007], which can be seen as a modern instantiation of the Cranfield
paradigm. In particular, the TREC 6-8 Interactive tracks [Over, 1997,
1998, Hersh and Over, 1999] investigated a search task called “aspect
retrieval”, which involved finding documents that covered as many dif-
ferent aspects of a given query as possible. In this evaluation campaign,
a total of 20 queries were adapted from the corresponding years of
the TREC Ad hoc tracks [Voorhees and Harman, 1997, 1998, 1999].
Together, these queries comprise a total of 398 aspects, identified by
TREC assessors, with relevance assessments provided at the aspect
level. Figure 5.1 illustrates one of such queries, 353i, along with some
of its identified aspects, denoted “sub-topics” in the TREC jargon.
<topic number="353i">
<query> antarctic exploration </query>
<description>
Identify systematic explorations and scientific investigations of
Antarctica, current or planned.
</description>
<subtopic number="1"> mining prospection </subtopic>
<subtopic number="2"> oil resources </subtopic>
<subtopic number="3"> rhodium exploration </subtopic>
<subtopic number="4"> ozone hole / upper atmosphere </subtopic>
<subtopic number="5"> greenhouse effect </subtopic>
...
</topic>
Figure 5.1: TREC-7 Interactive track, query 353i and its aspects.
1Note that the aspect representation adopted by a diversification approach does
not necessarily reflect the ground-truth aspect representation used for evaluation.
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By relying on expert judges to identify query aspects from the re-
trieved documents [Lagergren and Over, 1998], the TREC Interactive
track test collection arguably lacks in plausibility and completeness in
light of the actual information needs of the population of users issuing
a query [Radlinski et al., 2010a]. In order to overcome this limitation,
Radlinski et al. [2010b] proposed to identify more realistic query as-
pects for diversity evaluation from the query and click logs of a com-
mercial web search engine. In their approach, candidate query aspects
were selected as queries that frequently co-occurred with the initial
query across multiple sessions in the query log. Candidate aspects with
a low transition probability after a two-step random walk on the bipar-
tite query-document click graph [Craswell and Szummer, 2007] were
filtered out. The remaining candidates were then clustered using a
graph partitioning algorithm [Blondel et al., 2008]. The highest-scoring
aspects from different clusters were shown to better reflect real user
needs compared to aspects proposed by expert judges [Radlinski et al.,
2010b,a]. As a result, these mined query aspects served as the basis for
a new test collection, developed in the context of the TREC 2009-2012
Web tracks [Clarke et al., 2009a, 2010, 2011b, 2012].
The diversity task of the TREC 2009-2012 Web tracks provides
one of the largest publicly available test collections for diversity eval-
uation.2 In particular, these test collections comprise a total of 198
queries encompassing a total of 579 aspects [Clarke et al., 2009a, 2010,
2011b, 2012]. An example TRECWeb track query, along with its identi-
fied aspects, is shown in Figure 5.2. In contrast to the short description
provided by the TREC Interactive track test collection, the TRECWeb
track aspects include a natural language description of the information
need represented by each aspect. Moreover, each aspect is further clas-
sified as either informational (“inf”) or navigational (“nav”) by TREC
assessors, depending on the intent of its underlying need [Broder, 2002].
Another test collection for the evaluation of web search result diver-
sification was introduced as part of the NII Testbeds and Community
2In the TREC 2013 Web track [Collins-Thompson et al., 2013], the diversity task
was replaced by a risk-sensitive task, aimed at assessing the robustness of ranking
approaches to queries with distinct characteristics, including ambiguous ones.
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<topic number="1">
<query> obama family tree </query>
<description>
Find information on President Barack Obama’s family history,
including genealogy, origins, places and dates of birth, etc.
</description>
<subtopic number="1" type="nav">
Find the TIME magazine photo essay "Barack Obama’s Family Tree".
</subtopic>
<subtopic number="2" type="inf">
Where did Barack Obama’s parents and grandparents come from?
</subtopic>
...
</topic>
Figure 5.2: TREC 2009 Web track, query 1 and its aspects.
for Information access Research (NTCIR) project, a series of evaluation
workshops initiated in 1999 with the goal of assessing information re-
trieval in Asian languages, as well as across different languages. For the
NTCIR-9 and NTCIR-10 Intent tasks [Song et al., 2011a, Sakai et al.,
2013b], two test collections were developed, aimed at evaluating search
result diversification on the Chinese and the Japanese Web.3 In partic-
ular, the Chinese collection comprises 197 queries with a total of 1,532
aspects. For the Japanese collection, another 198 queries were devel-
oped, including a total of 1,673 aspects. An example Chinese query
(translated to English) is shown in Figure 5.3.
Different from the diversity task of the TREC 2009-2012 Web
tracks, the NTCIR-9 and NTCIR-10 Intent tasks include graded
(i.e., non-binary) relevance assessments at the aspect level. In addi-
tion, as shown in Figure 5.3, the identified aspects are assigned non-
uniform probabilities, estimated through assessor agreement, in or-
der to place more emphasis on popular aspects during the evalua-
tion [Sakai and Song, 2012]. Finally, these test collections also enable
the assessment of the aspects mined for each query. Statistics of all test
collections presented in this section are provided in Table 5.1.
3In NTCIR-11, which is ongoing as we write, the Intent task was extended into
the iMine task, with an emphasis on large-scale evaluation through crowdsourcing.
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<topic number="0015">
<query> mozart </query>
<subtopic number="1" probability="0.241379310344828">
mozart’s music download
</subtopic>
<subtopic number="2" probability="0.241379310344828">
mozart’s biography
</subtopic>
<subtopic number="3" probability="0.241379310344828">
works by mozart
</subtopic>
...
</topic>
Figure 5.3: NTCIR-9 Intent task (Chinese), query 0015 and its aspects.
Table 5.1: Statistics of publicly available test collections for diversity evaluation.
The TREC Interactive track (IN6, IN7, IN8) and Web track (WT09, WT10, WT11,
WT12) include English queries and documents, whereas the NTCIR Intent task
(IT1, IT2) includes both Chinese (ZH) and Japanese (JA) queries and documents.
TREC Interactive track [Over, 1997, 1998, Hersh and Over, 1999]
IN6 IN7 IN8 Total
# queries 6 8 6 20
# aspects 84 140 174 398
# relevants 161 297 352 810
TREC Web track [Clarke et al., 2009a, 2010, 2011b, 2012]
WT09 WT10 WT11 WT12 Total
# queries 50 48 50 50 198
# aspects 199 29 164 187 579
# relevants 4,941 6,552 5,026 5,559 22,078
NTCIR Intent task [Song et al., 2011a, Sakai et al., 2013b]
IT1-ZH IT1-JA IT2-ZH IT2-JA Total-ZH Total-JA
# queries 100 100 97 95 197 198
# aspects 917 1091 615 582 1,532 1,673
# relevants 23,571 19,841 9,295 5,085 32,866 24,926
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5.2 Evaluation Frameworks
Several metrics have been proposed in recent years to evaluate the
diversification effectiveness of a document ranking. Given a query q
and a cutoff κ, a diversity evaluation metric quantifies the extent to
which the top κ documents in a ranking Rq cover the aspects Aq,
representing the information needs Nq underlying q.
The most straightforward metric for diversity evaluation is per-
haps sub-topic recall (SR) [Zhai et al., 2003]. This metric quantifies
the amount of unique aspects of the query q that are covered by the
top κ ranked documents d ∈ R
(κ)
q , according to:
SR(q, κ) =
∪
d∈R
(κ)
q
|Aq ∩ Ad|
|Aq|
, (5.1)
whereAq is the set of relevant query aspects andAd is the set of aspects
for which the retrieved document d ∈ R
(κ)
q is relevant.
A limitation of sub-topic recall is that it does not take into ac-
count the probability of different aspects given the query. Ideally, this
probability should reflect the fraction of the population that is inter-
ested in the information need represented by each aspect. Alternative
evaluation frameworks that account for the (potentially non-uniform)
probability of different aspects have been proposed in the literature.
In common, these frameworks generate diversity-oriented metrics as a
natural extension of relevance-oriented metrics in the presence of multi-
ple query aspects. One such framework was proposed by Agrawal et al.
[2009]. In particular, they defined an “intent-aware” (IA)4 diversity
evaluation metric Eval-IA(q, κ) as the expected value of its counterpart
relevance-oriented metric Eval(a, κ), with a ∈ Aq, such that:
Eval-IA(q, κ) =
∑
a∈Aq
p(a|q)Eval(a, κ), (5.2)
where p(a|q) is the probability of observing the aspect a given the query
q, and Eval(a, κ) assumes that a is the only relevant aspect of q.
4Agrawal et al. [2009] use “intent” in the sense of “information need”. In this
survey, we adopt the traditional definition of “intent” as a property of an information
need (e.g., informational, navigational), in the sense proposed by Broder [2002], and
instead refer to the information needs underlying a query as “aspects”.
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A limitation of intent-aware metrics is that they do not enforce a
high coverage of multiple query aspects by design. As a result, these
metrics may completely ignore aspects with a low probability p(a|q).
In the extreme case, they may end up maximally rewarding a ranking
that covers only a single yet dominant aspect. An option to enforce the
coverage of multiple query aspects within the intent-aware framework is
to compute the expected value of a cascade metric [Clarke et al., 2011a].
Cascade metrics penalise redundancy by modelling the behaviour of a
user who stops inspecting the ranking once a relevant document is
observed [Craswell et al., 2008]. As an indirect result, these metrics
encourage the coverage of non-redundant aspects. One such metric is
expected reciprocal rank (ERR) [Chapelle et al., 2009], defined as:
ERR(q, κ) =
κ∑
i=1
1
i
i−1∏
j=1
(1− pj) pi, (5.3)
where pi denotes the probability that the i-th document is relevant to
the query, in which case
∏i−1
j=1(1−pj) denotes the probability that none
of the documents ranked higher than the i-th document is relevant. In
practice, pi is defined as a function of the relevance grade gi of the
i-th document, i.e., pi = (2
gi −1)/2gmax−1, where gmax is the maximum
grade considered. This metric can be extended into its intent-aware
counterpart, ERR-IA [Chapelle et al., 2011b], according to:
ERR-IA(q, κ) =
∑
a∈Aq
p(a|q)ERR(a, κ), (5.4)
where ERR(a, κ) is computed separately for each aspect a ∈ Aq, under
the assumption that none of the other query aspects is of interest.
An alternative evaluation framework that enforces a high cover-
age of multiple query aspects by design was proposed by Clarke et al.
[2008]. In particular, instead of computing the expected value of a rel-
evance metric across each of the multiple aspects Aq underlying the
query q, as in Equation 5.2, they proposed to extend this metric to
leverage the expected gain over multiple aspects, which they called
“information nuggets”. The introduced family of diversity metrics, here
denoted “N” metrics, can be formalised according to:
N-Eval(q, κ) = Eval(Aq, κ), (5.5)
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where Eval(Aq, κ) denotes a traditional graded relevance metric, with
the gain of the i-th document computed by aggregating the aspect-
specific gains gi|a, according to gi =
∑
a∈Aq p(a|q) gi|a(1 − α)
∑i−1
j=1
gj|a .
The factor (1 − α)
∑i−1
j=1
gj|a penalises redundancy by diminishing the
value of covering the aspect a, according to how much this aspect is al-
ready covered by the documents ranked ahead of the i-th document. In
practice, an advantage of this framework over the intent-aware frame-
work of Agrawal et al. [2009] is that the metric Eval(Aq, κ) is computed
for a single ranking rather than for multiple separate rankings.
Clarke et al. [2008] instantiated the nugget-based framework to pro-
duce the well-known α-DCG metric [Clarke et al., 2008], which extends
the traditional DCG metric [Järvelin and Kekäläinen, 2002] by using
aspect-specific binary gains gi|a, according to:
α-DCG(q, κ) =
κ∑
i=1
∑
a∈Aq gi|a(1− α)
∑i−1
j=1
gj|a
log2(i+ 1)
, (5.6)
where the parameter α ∈ [0, 1) controls the amount of penalisation of
the gain gi|a. In particular, a value of α → 1 results in the maximum
penalisation, whereas α = 0 reduces to the standard DCG, with the
number of covered aspects
∑
a∈Aq gi|a used as the gain at rank i.
Sakai et al. [2010] argued that the explicit penalisation of redun-
dancy performed by nugget-based metrics such as α-DCG may be un-
desirable, given that relevance metrics such as DCG already have a
rank-based discount aimed at this purpose [Järvelin and Kekäläinen,
2002]—the log-based discount in the summand of Equation 5.6. To
avoid such a double discount, they proposed “D” metrics, by aggregat-
ing non-discounted, non-binary gains gi|a in order to express the degree
of relevance of the i-th document with respect to aspect a. To further
emphasise the coverage of aspects with a low probability in the ranking,
they further proposed to linearly interpolate a D metric with sub-topic
recall, defined in Equation 5.1. The resulting metric, which they called
a “D♯” metric, can be defined as:
D♯-Eval(q, κ) = γ SR(q, κ)
+ (1− γ)D-Eval(q, κ), (5.7)
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where the parameter γ controls the balance between SR(q, κ) and
D-Eval(q, κ). Typically, this parameter is set as γ = 0.5, as it was shown
to have little impact in D♯-Eval(q, κ), primarily because SR(q, κ) and
D-Eval(q, κ) are highly correlated with each other [Sakai et al., 2010].
Extended metrics have also been proposed in recent years, account-
ing for dimensions of the diversification problem not addressed by the
metrics described thus far. For instance, Clarke et al. [2009b] proposed
a metric that explicitly distinguishes between aspects related to differ-
ent interpretations of the user’s query. Their basic intuition was that,
while a user may be interested in multiple aspects of a given interpre-
tation, only one such interpretation should be of interest. To exploit
this intuition, they built upon the rank-biased precision (RBP) met-
ric [Moffat and Zobel, 2008], a graded relevance metric with a parame-
ter β denoting the (fixed) probability that a user will inspect a further
document. The higher the value of β, the more persistent the user. In
particular, RBP was extended with a discount factor that penalises
redundancy, similarly to α-DCG [Clarke et al., 2008]. The resulting
metric, novelty- and rank-biased precision (NRBP), was defined as:
NRBP(q, κ) =
(1− (1− α)β)
β
κ∑
i=1
βi
∑
ϕ∈Ωq
p(ϕ|q)
|Aϕ|
∑
a∈Aϕ
gi|a(1− α)
∑i−1
j=1
gj|a ,
(5.8)
where Ωq is the set of possible interpretations of the query q, and Aϕ
is the set of aspects associated with each interpretation ϕ ∈ Ωq, in
which case gi|a denotes the (binary) relevance grade of the i-th docu-
ment with respect to the aspect a ∈ Aϕ. Interpretations follow a non-
uniform distribution p(ϕ|q), whereas the distribution of aspects for a
given interpretation is assumed to be uniform. Analogously to α-DCG
in Equation 5.6, (1− α)
∑i−1
j=1
gj|a penalises the coverage of already well
covered interpretation-aspect pairs, with the parameter α controlling
the amount of penalisation. The extra parameter β models users with
different patience levels, similarly to the standard RBP metric.
Sakai [2012] proposed to extend the IA and D frameworks in order
to take into account the intent of different query aspects. In particular,
for the extended D framework, he computed the gain at rank i by dis-
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tinguishing between informational and navigational aspects, according
to gi =
∑
a∈Aq p(a|q) gi|a(1−1Anavq (a)1∪i−1
j=1Adj
(a)), where the indicator
functions 1Anavq (a) and 1∪i−1
j=1Adj
(a) denote whether the aspect a ∈ Aq is
navigational and whether it is covered by any document ranked ahead
of the i-th document. His assumption was that redundancy should be
penalised for navigational aspects, but not for informational ones. An
analogous extension was proposed for the IA framework, by interpo-
lating the expected value of informational- and navigational-oriented
metrics over the corresponding subsets of query aspects.
Chandar and Carterette [2013] noted that performing relevance as-
sessments at the query aspect level may be costly, given the need to
assess each retrieved document with respect to each of the multiple as-
pects underlying a query. Instead, they proposed an alternative frame-
work that exploits multiple assessors’ preferences for different docu-
ments retrieved for a query. In particular, for each assessor, they ob-
tained pairwise document preferences conditioned on the documents
previously observed by the assessor. Assuming that each assessor has a
potentially different information need in mind for the query, considering
preferences manifested by multiple assessors conveys each document’s
coverage of distinct query aspects. On the other hand, conditioning
these preferences on the previously observed documents further conveys
the document’s novelty with respect to the previous ones. Through an
empirical analysis, expected utility metrics exploiting these intuitions
were shown to correlate well with current evaluation metrics that lever-
age explicit relevance assessments at the aspect level.
5.3 Meta Evaluation
In addition to developing diversity metrics, much effort has been in-
vested in validating such metrics. For instance, Clarke et al. [2011a]
analysed the discriminative power of diversity metrics, a property that
reflects the extent to which a metric can distinguish between pairs of
rankings [Sakai, 2006]. Using the runs submitted to the TREC 2009
Web track [Clarke et al., 2009a], they observed that sub-topic recall
(Equation 5.1) has the highest discriminative power compared to the
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other considered diversity metrics. Intent-aware and cascade metrics,
on the other hand, showed a discriminative power inferior to that ob-
served for average precision [Harman, 1993], a relevance-oriented met-
ric. Relatedly, Leelanupab et al. [2012] observed that the discriminative
power of α-DCG can be improved by appropriately setting the param-
eter α on a per-query basis to ensure that the coverage of novel aspects
is rewarded higher than the coverage of redundant ones.
Golbus et al. [2013] observed that the diversification effectiveness of
a system for a query is influenced by the difficulty of this query, quan-
tified based on the number of relevant aspects underlying the query,
and the distribution of relevant documents per aspect. While diversity
difficulty impacts the diversification effectiveness that can be attained
by any system, they also noted that this effectiveness is highly depen-
dent on the system’s ad hoc effectiveness. Accordingly, they proposed
to assess the sensitivity of a diversity evaluation metric as the ability
of the metric to distinguish between systems with similar ad hoc effec-
tiveness. In a simulation with rankings of perfect ad hoc effectiveness,
they showed that existing metrics have low sensitivity, which could be
improved by explicitly accounting for the notion of diversity difficulty.
Ashkan and Clarke [2011] analysed the informativeness of diver-
sity metrics, which reflects the extent to which a metric predicts the
actual distribution of relevant documents. Using the maximum entropy
method to estimate the most plausible relevance distribution accord-
ing to a given metric [Aslam et al., 2005], they found that intent-aware
cascade metrics (which reward coverage and novelty) are more informa-
tive than their pure cascade counterpart (which only rewards novelty),
with ERR-IA [Chapelle et al., 2011b], described in Equation 5.4, show-
ing the highest informativeness among all considered metrics.
Sanderson et al. [2010] investigated the predictive power of diversity
metrics, based on how well these metrics correlate with the behaviour
of actual users. In their study, 296 subjects were hired through crowd-
sourcing to express their preference between pairs of runs submitted
to the TREC 2009 Web track [Clarke et al., 2009a]. The runs in each
pair were also evaluated according to multiple diversity metrics. Their
analysis showed a high agreement between the prediction of several di-
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versity metrics and the users’ preferences, with no significant difference
in predictive power between the considered metrics.
Carterette [2009] analysed the optimality of the normalisation com-
ponent of cascade metrics. In particular, producing an ideal ranking for
normalising such metrics is an NP-hard problem, as discussed in §2.5.
Since the ideal ranking is typically computed using the greedy approx-
imation in Algorithm 2.1, a natural question is whether the produced
evaluation scores are affected by a sub-optimal normalisation. Fortu-
nately, an analysis of real and simulated topic sets and aspect relevance
assessments showed that the greedy and optimal evaluation normalisa-
tions agree in 93% and 85% of the cases, respectively.
Sakai [2013] analysed the reusability of the currently available test
collections for search result diversification. In particular, despite their
large sizes, these collections are built from relatively shallow pools,
comprising the union of the top 20 to 40 documents retrieved by each
contributing ranking. Through a leave-one-out simulation [Zobel, 1998],
he observed that rankings not pooled during the construction of these
test collections tend to retrieve a substantial amount of documents
that were not judged, and hence have their diversity effectiveness un-
derestimated. As an alternative, he noted that condensed-list versions
of existing evaluation metrics [Sakai, 2007], which discard unjudged
documents, are less affected when reusing a test collection.
5.4 Summary
In this chapter, we have detailed the currently established methodology
for evaluating diversity-oriented rankings. In particular, we described
publicly available benchmark test collections for diversity evaluation in
web and newswire search. In addition, we introduced different evalua-
tion frameworks and the most used evaluation metrics based on them.
Lastly, we discussed quality properties of these metrics, including their
discriminative power, sensitivity, informativeness, predictive power, op-
timality, and reusability. In the next chapter, we will present advanced
approaches recently proposed to search result diversification, as well as
applications of diversification beyond web search.
6Advanced Topics and Applications
Several approaches have been introduced in recent years to tackle the
search result diversification problem. As discussed in the previous chap-
ters, these approaches employ a variety of strategies for diversifying the
search results, by promoting documents with high novelty and coverage
of multiple query aspects, identified either implicitly or explicitly. In
this chapter, we discuss advanced topics that are relevant to several of
these approaches, including the prediction of query ambiguity and the
identification of query aspects. In addition, we discuss applications for
diversification in domains other than web search, as well as the need
for diversifying the search results across multiple search verticals.
6.1 Query Ambiguity Detection
Query ambiguity is generally acknowledged as one of the reasons
for poorly performing retrieval systems [Buckley, 2004]. Indeed, as
an inherently limited representation of a more complex information
need, every query can be arguably considered ambiguous to some ex-
tent [Cronen-Townsend and Croft, 2002]. Nevertheless, to assess the
extent to which ambiguity is present in web search queries, Song et al.
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[2009] conducted a user study based upon 60 queries sampled from the
log of a commercial search engine from August 2006. In their study, five
assessors manually classified each of these queries as either ambiguous,
underspecified, or clear. While a high assessor agreement (90%) was
observed for judging whether a given query was ambiguous or not, dis-
tinguishing between underspecified and clear queries turned out to be
substantially more difficult. Nonetheless, based on the demonstrated
feasibility of the former case, they proposed a binary classification
approach to automatically identify ambiguous queries. Based on the
learned classification model, they estimated that 16% of the queries
in their entire query log sample were ambiguous. Surprisingly consen-
sual figures were obtained by assessing the click entropy of web search
queries [Clough et al., 2009], and by matching such queries against
Wikipedia disambiguation pages [Sanderson, 2008].
Accurately predicting the level of ambiguity of a query can help
inform improved diversification strategies. In particular, different lev-
els of ambiguity may entail different needs for diversifying the search
results. For instance, the query “bond” could have different interpreta-
tions, including the financial instrument for debt security, the classical
crossover string quartet “Bond”, or Ian Fleming’s secret agent charac-
ter “James Bond”. In the absence of any knowledge about the user’s
context or preferences, a more aggressive diversification could improve
the chance of returning at least one document relevant to each of these
interpretations. In contrast, the query “james bond” is arguably less
ambiguous, since its interpretation is clear, even if the exact informa-
tion the user is looking for is not. For example, the user might be
interested in several, not necessarily mutually exclusive, aspects such
as the history of the character, reviews for the last film, etc. For such
a query, a more lenient diversification could suffice. At the extreme, a
query like “james bond spectre website” has an arguably clear mean-
ing, i.e., the website of the latest film in the series, which may well be
addressed by a standard relevance-oriented ranking approach.
Departing from the assumption that all queries should be equally
amenable to diversification, Santos et al. [2010a] investigated the opti-
mality of the balance between promoting relevance or diversity across
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different queries. In particular, they observed that the optimal balance
drastically varied from query to query, indeed confirming that different
queries could benefit from more of less aggressive diversification strate-
gies. To exploit this intuition, they proposed to learn an effective setting
for the diversification trade-off parameter λ, which underlies several di-
versification approaches in the literature, such as MMR (Equation 3.1)
and xQuAD (Equation 4.8), on a per-query basis. To predict an effec-
tive trade-off λq for a given query q, they employed a lazy regression
approach based on nearest neighbours, such that:
λq =
1
k
∑
qi∈Γkq
λ∗qi , (6.1)
where Γkq comprises the k nearest neighbouring training queries to q,
and λ∗qi denotes the (known) optimal value of λ for the query qi. In
order to identify neighbouring queries, a variety of query features was
employed, inspired by tasks such as query log mining and query perfor-
mance prediction. Experiments using benchmark test collections from
the diversity task of the TREC Web track, described in §5.1, demon-
strated the effectiveness of this selective approach. In particular, sig-
nificant improvements were observed for both MMR and xQuAD when
leveraging per-query trade-offs instead of a uniform setting of the trade-
off for all queries. Moreover, additional experiments using an oracle
predictor demonstrated further room for improvements.
6.2 Query Aspect Mining
One of the pillars of every search result diversification approach is
the ability to identify query aspects that reflect real users’ informa-
tion needs. In this chapter, we overview several query aspect mining
approaches that mine external resources, such as query logs, as well
as approaches that seek to identify plausible aspects from alternative
sources, such as the initially retrieved documents themselves. In ad-
dition, we describe approaches dedicated to diversifying the identified
aspects, as well as to predicting the intent underlying each aspect.
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6.2.1 Aspect Mining from Query Logs
Web search queries are typically short, ill-defined representations of
more complex information needs [Jansen et al., 1998]. As a result,
they can lead to unsatisfactory retrieval performance. Query sugges-
tions have been introduced as a mechanism to alleviate this problem.
Such a mechanism builds upon the vast amount of querying behaviour
recorded by search engines in the form of query logs, in order to suggest
related queries previously issued by other users with a similar informa-
tion need [Silvestri, 2010]. Indeed, a study by Kruschwitz et al. [2013]
on website search found that methods of query suggestions based on
query logs significantly outperform methods based on obtaining sug-
gestions from the contents of documents within a target corpus.1 The
mined suggestions can be exploited in a variety of ways. For instance,
a suggestion identified with high confidence can be considered for au-
tomatically rewriting the user’s initial query [Jones et al., 2006]. Alter-
natively, a few high quality suggestions can be offered to the user as
alternatives to the initial query [Baeza-Yates et al., 2004], or to help
diversify the documents originally retrieved for this query.
Several approaches have been recently proposed to infer the impor-
tance of a candidate suggestion for a given query based on these queries’
textual similarity, their co-occurrence in common sessions, or their com-
mon clicked URLs [Silvestri, 2010]. For instance, Jones et al. [2006] pro-
posed to generate candidate suggestions from co-session queries with a
common substring. The strength of the relationship between the query
and each suggestion was estimated by leveraging various similarity fea-
tures, such as the edit distance and the mutual information between
these queries. Analogously, Wang and Zhai [2008] proposed to mine
term association patterns from a query log. Their approach analysed
the co-occurrence of terms in multi-word co-session queries and built a
translation model in order to mine query suggestions.
A session-based approach was proposed by Fonseca et al. [2003] for
mining query suggestions. In particular, they deployed an association
rule mining algorithm in order to identify query pairs with sufficient
1We note that they did not experiment with query suggestions derived from
anchor text, which has shown promising results, as we will discuss in §6.2.2.
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co-occurrence across multiple sessions. Such association rules were then
used as the basis for identifying query suggestions from a query log.
Relatedly, Zhang and Nasraoui [2006] exploited the sequence of queries
in a query log session. In particular, their approach created a directed
graph with queries as nodes, and with edges connecting consecutive
queries in each session, weighted by these queries’ textual similarity.
A candidate suggestion for a given query was then scored based on
the length of the path between the two queries, accumulated across all
sessions where the query and the suggestion co-occurred.
An early work on mining query suggestions from query logs can
be attributed to Beeferman and Berger [2000], who performed clus-
tering in a click log in order to identify queries related to the
user’s entered query. Another click-based approach was proposed by
Baeza-Yates et al. [2004]. In particular, they proposed to cluster queries
represented using the terms present in the URLs clicked for these
queries. Given an input query, candidate suggestions from the same
cluster as the query were then weighted based on their similarity to the
query and their success rate, as measured by their fraction of clicked
documents in a query log. Relatedly, Mei et al. [2008] exploited random
walks on a bipartite query-click graph. To this end, they weighted a
candidate suggestion for a query based on its “hitting” time (i.e., the
time it took for the node representing this query suggestion to be vis-
ited for the first time) for a random walk starting from the input query.
Similarly, Boldi et al. [2009a] proposed to weight candidate suggestions
by performing a short random walk on different slices of a query-flow
graph, a query transition graph with edges classified as generalisations,
specialisations, error corrections, or parallel moves [Boldi et al., 2008].
In terms of deriving useful suggestions, specialisations were in general
found to be the most effective.
Clustering is an ongoing trend in query understanding in general,
and in the identification of query suggestions in particular. For instance,
Radlinski et al. [2010b] used clusters of queries that lead to clicks on
similar sets of documents to help assessors explain the information need
behind those queries. This clustering method was also used to generate
the queries and the corresponding ground-truth aspects used for eval-
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uating diversity-oriented ranking approaches in the TREC Web track,
as discussed in §5.1. Similarly, Dang et al. [2011] demonstrated the use
of the agglomerative clustering of queries for identifying aspects under-
lying an effective diversification. We also note the work of Wu et al.
[2011], whose ASPECTOR system combines vertical category informa-
tion and clustering techniques for aspect identification, supplemented
with the use of structured “infobox” data from Wikipedia to gather
aspects for rare queries. This was shown to be effective compared to
the related searches proposed by Google and Bing.
Overall, random walk approaches are generally regarded as the
state-of-the-art in the literature dedicated to the query suggestion prob-
lem [Silvestri, 2010]. Despite their relative success, most of these ap-
proaches share a common shortcoming, namely, they underperform and
can even fail to produce any relevant suggestion for queries with sparse
or no past usage in a query log, which amount to a substantial fraction
of the web search traffic [Downey et al., 2007]. In order to overcome this
issue, Szpektor et al. [2011] proposed the notion of query template, a
generalisation of a query in which entities are replaced with their type.
By enriching the query-flow graph [Boldi et al., 2008] with query tem-
plates, their approach was able to effectively generate suggestions for
long-tail queries. A different approach aimed at tackling query sparsity
was proposed by Broccolo et al. [2012]. In particular, they proposed to
index each query in a query log as a virtual document comprising the
terms in the query itself and those of other queries from common ses-
sions. As a result, they cast the query suggestion problem as an efficient
search over the inverted index of virtual documents.
Santos et al. [2013] built upon the query representation strategy
proposed by Broccolo et al. [2012], which was shown to perform at
least as effectively as the state-of-the-art query-flow graph approach of
Boldi et al. [2009a] for head queries, while consistently outperforming
it for queries with little or no past evidence [Broccolo et al., 2012, §4.4].
Inspired by this approach, Santos et al. [2013] devised a structured vir-
tual document representation, by treating terms from different sources
as distinct fields. Besides the candidate suggestion itself and its co-
session queries, they also leveraged evidence from queries that shared
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at least one click with the suggestion. This enriched representation pro-
vided multiple criteria for ranking suggestions with respect to a query,
which they encoded as query-dependent features in a unified ranking
model automatically learned from training data. To further improve
this model, they proposed several query-independent features as qual-
ity indicators for a candidate suggestion. Their proposed approach was
evaluated with respect to the usefulness of the produced suggestions
for ad hoc search as well as for search result diversification, when used
as sub-queries within the xQuAD framework (Equation 4.8). In par-
ticular, they found that it was effective at identifying suggestions even
for completely unseen queries in the query log.
6.2.2 Aspect Mining from Alternative Sources
As discussed in the previous sections, a considerable number of queries
is completely new to a search engine, having no past history in the
search engine’s query logs [Downey et al., 2007]. As a result, alterna-
tive approaches should be considered to mine query aspects from other
sources. For instance, Bhatia et al. [2011] proposed an approach for
deriving query suggestions without query logs, based on the extrac-
tion of phrases from the target corpus. In particular, their goal was
to automatically complete a user’s query as it was typed, based upon
mined phrases with high frequency. Instead of using the contents of
the documents, Kraft and Zien [2004] found that the anchor text of
the incoming hyperlinks of documents could be used to generated re-
fined queries that could be suggested as quick links to the users. Such
an approach built upon the fact that anchor text and queries share
similar characteristics [Eiron and McCurley, 2003], probably because
they both represent short user-generated textual descriptions of con-
tent with a specific information need in mind. Later, Dang and Croft
[2010] reached the same conclusion that anchor text could be used as
a replacement of query logs for generating effective suggestions.
Rather than relying on documents or anchor text from an entire
corpus, the aspects underlying a query might be obtained from the
contents of the top ranked documents for this query, in a typical im-
plicit diversification fashion, as discussed in Chapter 3. For instance,
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Wang et al. [2013] proposed a technique that mines the text surround-
ing occurrences of query terms to derive aspects. In a similar man-
ner, Vargas et al. [2013] showed how xQuAD could be instantiated for
deriving diverse query terms for query expansion, which resulted in
improved diversification effectiveness. Finally, we also note the work
of Dang and Croft [2013], who proposed to mine individual terms—as
opposed to well-formed “query-like” compounds—as candidate aspects
for diversification. While their approach demonstrated the effective-
ness of directly using individual terms for diversification, the potential
benefits of further exploiting term dependences are unclear.
Structured data have also been successfully leveraged as a source
of evidence for mining query aspects for diversification. For instance,
Bouchoucha et al. [2013] used ConceptNet [Liu and Singh, 2004] to re-
fine the query in order to include related yet diverse concepts. Going
further, Zheng et al. [2014] proposed that structured data could be used
to better drive the aspect identification process. Their experiments us-
ing data from relational databases within an organisation considered
ambiguous topics submitted to the organisation’s enterprise search en-
gine, and showed that diversification performance was enhanced when
the structured data was used. Similar results for web search were also
observed when mixing query logs and ODP categories.
Multiple sources have also been mixed together to provide improved
evidence for query aspect mining, under the assumption that each data
source provides complementary evidence of the user’s information need.
For instance, He et al. [2012] combined click logs, anchor text, and web
n-grams as sources of aspects within a random walk algorithm. Simi-
larly, in an approach which the authors called multi-dimensional diver-
sification, Dou et al. [2011] combined anchor text, query logs, search
result clusters and source websites as sources of aspects, obtaining im-
provements in diversification effectiveness. In particular, for both ap-
proaches, the effectiveness of anchor text follows from its usefulness for
deriving query suggestions, as discussed above.
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6.2.3 Aspect Mining Extensions
Once the different aspects underlying an ambiguous query have been
identified, extended analyses can be performed. In this section, we dis-
cuss two such analyses, aimed to improve the choice of aspects and
their subsequent use by a search result diversification approach.
Regarding the choice of aspects, the better they reflect the multiple
possible information needs underlying an ambiguous query, the more
useful they are for search result diversification. To this end, diversifi-
cation approaches can also be used to diversify the selected aspects
themselves. For instance, Song et al. [2011b] proposed an approach
for diversifying query suggestions based on the similarity of the re-
sult lists retrieved by a search engine for different suggestions. Relat-
edly, Kharitonov et al. [2013] noted that the amount of diversification
of suggestions that is appropriate for a user’s query differed according
to the knowledge about the user’s context. For instance, for a query
with suffix “bond”, without any prior knowledge of the user, comple-
tion suggestions about “james bond” and “financial bond” would both
be appropriate. However, “financial bond” would be inappropriate if
the user’s previous query was “bond films” or “bond actors”. In or-
der to contextualise and diversify query suggestions, they introduced
a framework that takes into account both recent query history as well
as the documents clicked and skipped by the user as contextual evi-
dence. Results based on a sample query log from the Yandex search
engine attested the effectiveness of their proposed approach. In a sim-
ilar vein, Kim and Croft [2014] showed how xQuAD (Equation 4.8)
could be instantiated to identify diverse query suggestions, based on
the documents already retrieved for each suggestion. Indeed, if a query
suggestion is novel, then it will bring documents not brought by query
suggestions that have already been selected. In terms of coverage, if a
query suggestion is related to the original query, it should cover docu-
ments similar to those covered by the original query.
Regarding the use of mined aspects for diversification, a further
extension relates to predicting the intent of each aspect. In particular,
Broder [2002] proposed a taxonomy of information needs in web search,
later extended by Rose and Levinson [2004], categorising the intent un-
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derlying each information need as either navigational, informational,
or transactional. Such intents have been previously shown to affect the
estimation of relevance [e.g., Kang and Kim, 2003, Geng et al., 2008,
Peng et al., 2010]. Building upon this intuition, Santos et al. [2011b]
proposed an intent-aware diversification approach, aimed to exploit
the intents underlying different aspects in order to improve existing
explicit diversification approaches. For instance, while “james bond ac-
tors” could be arguably considered an informational aspect, “james
bond spectre website” has a navigational nature. To exploit this intu-
ition, Santos et al. [2011b] developed intent classifiers using a range
of aspect features, and learned ranking models specifically targeted to
each individual intent. As a result, they could estimate the coverage
and novelty of documents with respect to a given aspect by leveraging
the learned model most suitable to the predicted intent of this aspect.
Their approach was shown to improve the diversification effectiveness
of both IA-Select (Equation 4.6) and xQuAD (Equation 4.8).
6.3 Diversity across Verticals
Thus far, we have discussed the impact of ambiguity and redundancy
mostly in the context of web search. Nevertheless, other search verti-
cals (e.g., news, image, product search engines as well as recommender
systems) can also suffer from these problems. As a result, such verticals
form natural application scenarios for search result diversification.
Regarding diversification in different verticals, several of the im-
plicit diversification approaches introduced in Chapter 3 were pro-
posed in the context of newswire search [e.g., Carbonell and Goldstein,
1998, Zhai et al., 2003, Wang and Zhu, 2009, Chen and Karger, 2006].
In the context of image search, van Leuken et al. [2009] proposed to
cluster the retrieved images using visual features. Their intuition was
that representative images from distinct clusters could form a diverse
ranking. A similar approach was proposed by Deselaers et al. [2009],
however mixing both textual and visual features. In a different vein,
Paramita et al. [2009] proposed to diversify image search results spa-
tially, by leveraging location information associated to every image.
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Structured search verticals, such as document [Zheng et al., 2011a]
and expert search [Plachouras, 2011] in an enterprise setting, have
also benefited from search result diversification. As another example,
Vee et al. [2008] proposed to diversify a ranking of products satis-
fying query predicates, by devising tree-traversal algorithms to effi-
ciently compare product pairs according to their attributes. Similarly,
Gollapudi and Sharma [2009] deployed facility dispersion algorithms to
promote diversity, by comparing the products for a query in terms of
their categorical distance in a given taxonomy. Other verticals that have
benefited from diversification include biomedical search [Yin et al.,
2010, Limsopatham et al., 2014], blog search [Demartini, 2011,
Santos et al., 2012a], reviews search [Krestel and Dokoohaki, 2011],
and film search on IMDB [Demidova et al., 2010].
Recommender systems is another domain that have benefited from
diversification, particularly to avoid the over-specialisation of the rec-
ommended items [Yu et al., 2009]. In such systems, the user’s need
is typically represented by an often ambiguous profile of past prefer-
ences. Furthermore, redundant or obvious recommendations are of little
use, and play against the central goal of recommender systems of pro-
moting the discovery of new items [Jannach et al., 2010]. With this in
mind, a few approaches have been proposed to promote diversity in
recommender systems. For instance, Ziegler et al. [2005] proposed to
promote diversity by iteratively selecting items with minimum similar-
ity to the already selected ones, similarly to the implicit diversification
approaches introduced in §3.1. An alternative approach was proposed
by Zhou et al. [2010], by favouring rare items in the final recommen-
dation. Lathia et al. [2010] considered diversity from a temporal per-
spective, by promoting novel items with respect to those recommended
in the past. Explicit diversification approaches were also considered by
Vargas et al. [2011] and Belém et al. [2013], who adapted IA-Select and
xQuAD for recommending films and tags, respectively. Finally, a paral-
lel between evaluation approaches for search and recommendation was
drawn by Vargas and Castells [2011]. In particular, they introduced a
unified framework as a basis for generating evaluation metrics suitable
for assessing diversity in both scenarios.
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Modern web search engines include results from multiple search
verticals, such as maps, news, images, videos, and products, in ad-
dition to the standard retrieval of web pages. Such a unified search
approach is generally referred to as universal search or aggregated
search [Murdock and Lalmas, 2008, Diaz et al., 2010]. To assess the
impact of query ambiguity in aggregated search engines, Santos et al.
[2011a] analysed searching behaviour data from four Google verticals,
namely, web, image, news, and product search. This analysis showed
that the ambiguity of a single query varies considerably across different
verticals, both in terms of the aspects underlying the query in different
verticals, as well as in terms of the likelihood of these aspects. For in-
stance, “james bond” and “financial bonds” have a similar likelihood in
web search, whereas the former is by far the most likely aspect of the
query “bond” when searching for images. As a result, a natural ques-
tion when building aggregated search interfaces is how to tackle query
ambiguity across multiple search verticals. To address this problem,
Santos et al. [2011a] discussed possible extensions for state-of-the-art
diversification approaches, as well as for the currently established eval-
uation paradigm, in order to accommodate per-vertical notions of query
ambiguity, aspect likelihood, document coverage, and novelty.
6.4 Summary
In this chapter, we have surveyed advanced approaches for two broad
problems closely related to search result diversification, namely, query
ambiguity detection and query aspect mining. Besides reviewing the
most prominent approaches for each of these problems, we discussed
how to leverage the described solutions for an improved diversification
effectiveness. In addition, we provided an overview of current applica-
tions of search result diversification beyond web search. In the next
chapter, we will conclude this survey and provide a landscape of open
research directions in the field of search result diversification.
7Summary and Open Directions
While the ever-increasing rates of information production and con-
sumption severely impact the design of efficient search engines, achiev-
ing an effective retrieval performance remains a challenge [Cutts, 2012].
In particular, despite the continued growth of the Web, typical web
search queries are still short [Jansen et al., 2000]. As an immediate re-
sult, queries submitted to a web search engine are often ambiguous to
some extent [Song et al., 2009]. As discussed throughout this survey, a
central approach for tackling query ambiguity is to diversify the search
results. In this chapter, we briefly summarise the main points covered
in this survey, and provide a landscape of open research directions.
7.1 Summary of this Survey
In this survey, we described the major advances in the field of search
result diversification over the past decades. In particular, in Chapter 1,
we provided a historical background on the development of relevance-
oriented ranking in information retrieval. In addition, we discussed the
limitations of traditional ranking approaches in light of ambiguity and
redundancy, as a motivation for diversifying these results. In Chapter 2,
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we provided a formal definition of the search result diversification prob-
lem and discussed its NP-hardness. Furthermore, we introduced a tax-
onomy for categorising existing diversification approaches in the litera-
ture according to two orthogonal dimensions, namely, aspect represen-
tation and diversification strategy. In Chapters 3 and 4, we introduced
the most prominent diversification approaches in the literature that
adopt implicit or explicit aspect representations, respectively. While
the former have the longest history in the search result diversification
literature, the latter represent the current state-of-the-art in the field.
In Chapter 5, we provided a comprehensive account of the currently
established paradigm for diversity evaluation. Besides describing exist-
ing benchmark test collections, we discussed several metrics for quan-
titatively evaluating diversity-oriented rankings. Lastly, in Chapter 6,
we discussed recent advances in the field of search result diversification,
primarily motivated by improvements in the related areas of query am-
biguity detection and query aspect mining. In addition, we described
several applications of diversification beyond web search.
7.2 Open Research Directions
Search result diversification has received a considerable attention from
the IR community in recent years, with notable achievements both in
the generation as well as in the evaluation of diversity-oriented rank-
ings. Nevertheless, several directions for further research are still open.
In this section, we discuss prominent open directions related to the
modelling, estimation, and evaluation of diversification approaches.
7.2.1 Modelling
As discussed throughout Chapters 3 and 4, several ranking models have
been proposed in the literature to produce diversity-oriented rankings,
most of them directly built upon the greedy approximation approach
described in Algorithm 2.1. Despite the approximation guarantees of-
fered by this greedy formulation, an improved effectiveness could be
attained by exploring fast exact solutions for the problem [Woeginger,
2003]. This is particularly motivated by the facts that ambiguous
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queries typically have very few dominant aspects and that diversifi-
cation is commonly performed as a post-process, aimed at re-ranking
a top few documents retrieved by a relevance-oriented approach.
Besides the underlying optimisation algorithm, the optimisation ob-
jective plays a central role in the effectiveness of any diversification
approach. In turn, an improved modelling of such an optimisation ob-
jective could be pursued in several directions. For instance, a common
assumption made by existing diversification approaches is that the iden-
tified query aspects are independent and identically distributed (IID)
with respect to one another. On the one hand, such an assumption
greatly simplifies the underlying mathematics of these approaches and
their practical instantiation. On the other hand, this assumption is
unlikely to hold in a real scenario, particularly for aspects underly-
ing an underspecified query [Clarke et al., 2008]. Indeed, the rankings
produced for such aspects tend to be highly correlated, as the represen-
tation of these aspects (e.g., as query suggestions) often share common
terms [Ma et al., 2010]. From a machine learning perspective, one pos-
sibility is to account for partial dependencies between candidate aspects
associated with the same query [Dundar et al., 2007].
In addition to the interplay between different aspects underlying
the same query, an open direction for investigation is an effective mod-
elling of the interplay between the retrieved documents. In particu-
lar, despite numerous attempts to model dependences between the
retrieved documents, as introduced in §3.1, it remains to be shown
whether novelty per se could be an effective diversification strategy.
Indeed, pure novelty-based approaches have been shown to underper-
form in a web search setting, whereas hybrid approaches promoting
both coverage and novelty have only exhibited a marginal edge over
pure coverage-based ones [Santos et al., 2012b]. Further analyses have
shown that, compared to coverage, novelty is a much riskier diversi-
fication strategy, hence exhibiting an inconsistent effectiveness across
different queries [Santos, 2013]. As a result, a promising direction for
improving existing novelty-based and hybrid approaches is to promote
novelty selectively, by modelling the amount of redundancy (and hence
the need for novelty) permeating the results of each individual query.
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Besides the interplay between aspects and between documents, di-
versification involves modelling the interplay across aspects and docu-
ments. While most current approaches model each of these interplays
separately, it would be desirable to have a unified process for learning
a diversification model given suitable training data. Indeed, learning to
rank for diversity is a recognised open challenge also in the machine
learning community [Chapelle et al., 2011a]. As described in Chapter 3,
existing approaches for learning to diversify are based on implicit as-
pect representations [Yue and Joachims, 2008, Radlinski et al., 2008,
Slivkins et al., 2010, Raman et al., 2012, Zhu et al., 2014]. A machine-
learned explicit diversification approach that fully explores the con-
nections between and across query aspects and documents is missing.
Such an approach could unify the processes of weighing both the rela-
tive importance of different aspects as well as the retrieved documents’
coverage and novelty with respect to each aspect. Moreover, it could
help integrate further features related to the user’s preferences to en-
able a personalised diversification [Vallet and Castells, 2012], as well as
contextual features, such as location and time [Nguyen and Kanhabua,
2014], to enable a context-aware diversification [Melucci, 2012].
7.2.2 Estimation
The search result diversification problem can be decomposed into three
interrelated problems, namely, query ambiguity detection, query aspect
mining, and document ranking. As discussed in Chapter 6, several ad-
vanced solutions have been recently introduced for each of these prob-
lems. Regarding query ambiguity detection, initial results have demon-
strated the potential of selectively adapting the amount of diversifica-
tion for the predicted ambiguity of each individual query [Santos et al.,
2010a]. More advanced query classification approaches could be consid-
ered to improve the accuracy of ambiguity detection. Furthermore, the
resulting selective approaches could be further deployed to improve
the robustness of diversification across different queries. Indeed, as
discussed in §7.2.1, current novelty-based approaches are particularly
risky. Nonetheless, even pure coverage-based and hybrid approaches
could benefit from an improved robustness.
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Regarding query aspect mining, query reformulations mined from
a query log generally provide the most effective aspect representation,
more closely modelling real users’ information needs [Kruschwitz et al.,
2013]. On the other hand, a substantial fraction of queries have very
sparse or no past usage in a query log [Downey et al., 2007], which
may hamper the effectiveness of search result diversification approaches
based on query reformulations. Tackling such cold-start queries is a
challenging problem. Besides attempts to identify query aspects from
alternative sources, such as anchor-text [Dou et al., 2011], promising di-
rections include a deeper understanding of the query, by leveraging tax-
onomies [Agrawal et al., 2009], thesauri [Plakhov, 2011], or knowledge
bases [Zheng et al., 2012], and by analysing structural components of
the query [Dang and Croft, 2013]. In the same vein, generating effective
implicit aspect representations is also an open problem. A promising
direction towards a pure implicit aspect generation is a supervised ap-
proach aimed at learning the characteristics of effective aspects given
only the top retrieved documents. As discussed in §6.2, aspect min-
ing approaches inspired by frequent pattern extraction [Zheng et al.,
2011b] and query expansion [Bouchoucha et al., 2013, Vargas et al.,
2013] have shown promise.
From the perspective of document ranking, two central questions
must be addressed: how to weigh the relative importance of different
aspects, and how to estimate the relevance of each document with re-
spect to each aspect. Regarding the former, a few works have tried
to estimate the importance of a given aspect according to how much
it is covered in the target collection [Santos et al., 2010b,c]. Neverthe-
less, assuming that all aspects are equally uniform has usually yielded
more effective results. An alternative to such content-based popular-
ity approaches is to directly estimate the importance of each aspect
as perceived by the population of users (as opposed to the popula-
tion of content producers). This is in line with recent approaches that
seek to learn to rank query reformulations from a query log to at-
tain an improved diversification performance [Santos et al., 2013]. An-
other important consideration is whether the inferred importance of
different aspects is respected in the diversified ranking. In particular,
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Ozdemiray and Altingovde [2013] noted that existing approaches may
inadvertently consider an aspect as being satisfied too early. One possi-
bility for addressing such an “aspect fading” is to enforce a proportional
coverage of the identified aspects [Dang and Croft, 2012].
The question of how to estimate the relevance of each document
with respect to each aspect is central to the estimation of coverage and
novelty. Several approaches have been proposed to this end, from using
classification confidence scores [Agrawal et al., 2009] or topic modelling
probabilities [Carterette and Chandar, 2009] as proxies for relevance,
to using traditional relevance-oriented ranking models [Santos et al.,
2010b] or advanced machine-learned ranking models to infer relevance
with respect to the intent underlying each aspect [Santos et al., 2011b].
In line with the discussion in §7.2.1 regarding a unified model for di-
versification, a possible direction for further improving the document
ranking component of existing approaches is a mechanism to combine
the estimation of aspect importance and aspect-level document rele-
vance in an iterative learning process. Such a process could optimise
the selection of query aspects and of retrieved documents in subsequent
iterations, with the output of either optimisation serving as input to
the other, until converging into stable rankings. As a result, aspect
mining and diversification could be tackled simultaneously.
7.2.3 Evaluation
The development of evaluation metrics that better reflect the behaviour
of real search users is a major concern for retrieval evaluation in gen-
eral, as well as for search result diversification in particular. On the
other hand, two additional challenges are particularly relevant when
evaluating diversity-oriented rankings, namely, the reusability of exist-
ing test collections and the cost of building new ones. As discussed in
§5.3, the reusability of the currently available test collections for diver-
sity evaluation is compromised by their relatively shallow assessment
pools compared with the web-scale document corpora from where these
pools were originally sampled. While condensed-list evaluation metrics
have been suggested as a means to attenuate the problem [Sakai, 2007],
in order to achieve full reusability, additional relevance assessments are
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needed whenever there are unjudged documents [Carterette, 2007]. A
possible direction towards this end is to develop suitable evaluation
protocols for performing large-scale user-centred relevance assessments
through crowdsourcing [Vallet, 2011].
Building benchmark test collections for diversity evaluation and
keeping them reusable by performing additional assessments can be
costly. This is particularly due to the requirements of identifying
ground-truth query aspects a priori and of performing relevance as-
sessments at the aspect level. Hence, relaxing these requirements while
ensuring a meaningful evaluation is a promising direction for investiga-
tion. Regarding the requirement of identifying ground-truth aspects a
priori, Sakai [2013] called for approaches that could automatically iden-
tify meaningful aspects given a target set of rankings to be assessed.
While forgoing an assessment of absolute diversity, such approaches
would still allow for assessing the relative diversity of different rankings.
However, Sakai et al. [2013a] noted that even the relative comparison
of rankings may be affected by a particular choice of aspects. Regarding
the requirement of assessing relevance at the aspect level, a completely
revamped evaluation paradigm would be needed. A possible direction
here is to rely on multiple assessors to judge the relevance of the docu-
ments retrieved for any given query. In this vein, as discussed in §5.2,
the approach introduced by Chandar and Carterette [2013] based on
pairwise preferences shows promise.
7.3 Concluding Remarks
In this chapter, we have briefly summarised the materials discussed
throughout this survey. In addition, we have provided a landscape
of open research directions concerning the modelling, estimation, and
evaluation of diversification approaches. We believe that the quantity
and quality of the works described in this survey testify to the maturity
of search result diversification as a research field. At the same time, the
steady pace of publications in the field appearing at top information
retrieval venues together with the open research directions identified in
this chapter are an indication of a promising future ahead.
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